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Chapter 1. Introduction
1

Hawaii’s Energy Landscape
As of 2008, 93% of Hawaii’s energy was derived from fossil fuels, as compared to 60% for the

entire nation (Figure 1.1); and 96% of the $4 billion Hawaii spent on importing fossil fuels for the
year went to countries in Asia and Africa [1,2]. Additionally, energy costs accounted for 10% of
the State’s gross domestic product (Figure 1.2) and reduced Hawaii’s economic viability by $2.75
for every dollar that left the state to pay for importing fossil fuels [2]. Further, Hawaii’s
residential electricity rates were, and still are, almost twice as much as the next highest state and
almost three times the national average [3]. This dependence on imported fossil fuels meant that
Hawaii typically had only a two-week supply of oil on hand [4]. If Hawaii were to be isolated
from the rest of the world, its citizens wouldn’t have been able to sustain their lifestyles.
Moreover, a comprehensive study conducted by the state’s utilities found that the baseline
electricity demand is expected to steadily grow in the future [5].
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Figure 1.1. Comparison of U.S. and Hawaii Energy Use Sources, 2008 [1]
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Figure 1.2. Hawaii Energy Costs by Percent Gross Domestic Product Over
Time [2]
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Figure 1.3. Comparison of Average Residential Retail Price of Electricity,
Novem ber 2014 [3]

2

Figure 1.4. Expected Baseline State Electricity Demand Over Time [5]
Adding to the situation, Hawaii’s electric grid infrastructure is divided into several separate
interconnections that are unable to pool their resources together [77]. Unlike the U.S. mainland,
whose Western and Eastern interconnections span multiple states and are tied together via high voltage
direct current (DC) transmission lines, Hawaii’s interconnections operate completely autonomously [78].
However, there is discussion about the possibility of an undersea cable project that could potentially link
all of the different island’s electric grids [79]. The proposed undersea cable project could increase the
reliability of the electric grid for the entire state and allow for renewable energy generation on more rural
islands, like the Big Island, to serve more populated islands, like Oahu.

Figure 1.5. Hawaii’s Electric Grid Interconnections [77]

3

Figure 1.6. U.S. M ainland Electric Grid Internconnections [78]

2

Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative (HCEI)

Recognizing the vulnerabilities of its electricity infrastructure and the effects of its
dependence on imported petroleum to its economy, the State of Hawaii partnered with the
United States Department of Energy (DOE) to initiate the Hawaii Clean Energy Initiative
(HCEI) in January of 2008 [2]. And, in October of that same year, the State of Hawaii, Hawaiian
Electric Industries, and the State Consumer Advocate signed the Energy Agreement, the first of
its kind in the nation, which laid out specific commitments and timetables to accomplish the
mission of transforming Hawaii’s economy into a clean energy one [2]. The ambitious goals that
were agreed upon in the HCEI include a 30% reduction of energy consumption by energy
efficiency measures and a 40% conversion of energy production to locally generated renewable
energy sources [6].

4

Figure 1.7. HCEI Clean Energy Goals for 2030 [6]
The HCEI has identified four key sectors of the energy economy and set clean energy goals
for each. My research efforts have been focused on supporting the goals of the Electricity and
End-Use Efficiency sectors. The Electricity sector’s overall goal is to meet 40% of the State’s
electricity demand with renewable energy resources by 2030 by aligning government regulations
and policies with clean energy goals, increasing certainty in the process for developing new
renewable energy resources, deploying renewable generation and grid infrastructure, and
exploring next generation technologies and new applications of existing technologies [2]. The
overall goal of the End-Use Efficiency sector is to reduce electricity demand by 30%, or 4300
GWh, by 2030 [2]. To meet this goal of reducing electricity consumption by end users – including
homes, businesses, industrial, and military sectors – the HCEI will, among other things, support
the retrofitting of residential and commercial existing buildings with energy efficiency measures
[2].
As of December 31, 2013, however, the state had already made significant progress towards
its 2030 goals. It achieved a 15.7% reduction in energy use through conservation and efficiency,
and boasted a 18% of electricity generation by renewable energy sources, exceeding its 2015
interim goal of 15% [54]. Moreover, at the end of 2013, Hawaii had the second highest rate of
per-capita solar installations, at 243 watts of installed solar per resident, behind only Arizona
with 275 watts [55]. These successes paved the way for the state to set even loftier goals and, on
June 8, 2015, Governor David Ige signed into law four energy bills, including a commitment for
the state’s utilities to generate 100% of their electricity sales from renewable energy resources by
2045 [56]. Meanwhile, the success achieved by Hawaiian Electric Industries caught the eye of
NextEra Energy, the nation’s leading clean energy company based in Florida, resulting in a
merger agreement that was approved by 90% of shareholders on June 10, 2015 [57]. Nine months
later, however, the merger has still not been approved since many key figures are against the
merger, including Governor David Ige [88].

3

The Renewable Energy and Island Sustainability Program

The University of Hawaii at Manoa (UH) has supported the efforts of the HCEI with the
development of its Strategic Energy Plan and Clean Energy Policy, which prescribes a 50%
5

reduction of campus-wide energy use by 2015, as compared to the 2003 baseline, 25% of campuswide energy use supplied by renewable sources by 2020, and self-sufficiency in energy and water
by 2050 [7]. The Clean Energy Policy has required the Campus Energy Management Office to
develop and implement energy efficiency projects to reduce energy use, construct local renewable
energy projects, plan for purchasing green power as necessary to meet the targets, develop a
renewable energy implementation plan, and continuously evaluate the feasibility of other energy
savings measures.
As such, in 2009, UH and later, in 2010, the DOE awarded Dr. Anthony Kuh research grants
with which he founded the Renewable Energy and Island Sustainability (REIS) program whose
mission was to work on innovative research and conduct workforce training in the renewable
energy industry. Under this program, the Smart Campus Energy Laboratory (SCEL) and
Renewable Energy and Demand Response (REDR) labs were created.

4

My Research Efforts
Recognizing the important role that renewable energy and power electronics will play in

shaping Hawaii’s future energy landscape, I opted for focusing my research efforts for my
Master’s degree on the integration of environmental sensors in the electric grid. As such, my
time, over the last two years, was spent on learning about how the electric grid works, developing
a self-sustaining meteorological sensor node (SCEL), learning about the basics of power
electronics, exploring electric grid frequency control through employing residential thermostatic
loads (REDR), and diversifying my skill set to include a broad understanding of
entrepreneurship. My research with the SCEL and REDR labs were a small part of a larger
group effort, whereas my work in the power electronics and entrepreneurship areas were more
individual efforts. This thesis focuses on my efforts to assist the SCEL in building an
environmental sensor box and to assist the REDR lab with work on controlling a hot water
heater.
The goals of my work in power electronics was to foster an understanding of basic power
electronic circuits and develop a laboratory experiment supplement guide tailored to the specific
equipment at UH and based on the work done by Dr. Ned Mohan at the University of
Minnesota. The experiments were designed around the Power-Pole Board by Vishay HiRel
Systems (Figure 1.8) and employs three different magnetics boards (Figure 1.9) for constructing
various power electronics circuits [51]. Through this work, I built and became familiar with the
inner workings of various power electronic circuits including buck, boost, buck-boost, flyback,
and forward converters. Then, I wrote a user manual supplement tailored to the equipment
available at UH for future students to be able to more easily replicate the experiments.

6

Figure 1.8. Power-Pole Board by Vishay HiRel Systems [51]
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Figure 1.9. Power-Pole Board M agnetics Plug-in Boards [51]
In addition to the skills and knowledge traditionally required of engineers in the workforce, I
believe that there is now a demand for the ability to think entrepreneurially as well. As such, in
addition to my electrical engineering coursework, I’ve taken several classes outside of the
Department including LAW 560/MGT 650: High Growth Entrepreneurship, TPSS 657: Grant
Writing for Graduate Students, ME 696: Advanced Topics in ME, STARTUP 101, BLAW 200:
Business Law, and LAW 540: Contract Drafting. Also, I’ve participated in the Pacific Asian
Center for Entrepreneurship (PACE) Entrepreneurs Program 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 cohorts
and the Innovation-Los Angeles Customer Discovery and Research Program. Additionally, I’ve
won awards in a number of entrepreneurship including UH Startup Weekend, Best Pitch;
Breakthrough Innovation Challenge, First Place; Young President’s Organization Business Plan
Competition, First Place; New Venture Championship, Lightning Round Winner; UH Business
Plan Competition, First Place; Licensing Executives Society Business Plan Competition, Finalist;
First Look West Clean Energy Competition, Finalist; California Dreamin’ Entrepreneurship
Conference and Competition, Fast Pitch First Place; and Startup Paradise Demo Day, Best
Pitch. I believe that my experiences have helped me to broaden my skillset and understand how
to recognize and take advantage of opportunities in the market.

5

Paper Layout Plan
Although I’ve spent my time learning about a broad variety of topics, the main focus of this

paper will be centered on the state of the current electric power grid infrastructure and its future
directions including cybersecurity attacks and defense mechanisms, then detail my involvement
with the SCEL and REDR labs. My work with the SCEL included the design of a rooftop
meteorological sensor node that was affectionately named “The Birdhouse”. My work with the
REDR included the assistance with prior art research into machine learning algorithms for
residential water heater control and the development of hot water usage patterns for a typical
household.

5.1

The Traditional Electric Grid and Evolving Smart Grid

The electric power grid is comprised of generation, transmission, and distribution networks,
and the traditional electric grid is typically characterized as one with centralized generation and
8

unidirectional power flow to the consumer. This setup does not readily facilitate the integration
of distributed generation, and as such, the electric power grid, needed to change.
The result is the development of the ever evolving “smart grid”. These smart grids feature the
inclusion of sensing technologies, which facilitate two-way communication and power flow
through the grid. These new capabilities allow the power grid to operate more efficiently and
accommodate new electricity generation and storage technologies, thus contributing to a cleaner
energy landscape.
This intelligent electric grid, however, is vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks and must be
designed with defense mechanisms to ensure realiability. To assist with understanding how a
simple electric grid operates and maintains stability, PowerWorld was employed to simulate
various cybersecurity attacks on a three bus electric grid. With this software, power grid
operators can simulate and analyze a complex electric power grid to determine its weaknesses and
vulnerabilities in order to design a more resilient power grid.

5.2 Self-Sustaining Meteorological Wireless Sensor Network Project
(SCEL)
My research with the meteorological wireless sensor network project with the SCEL primarily
focused on developing a self-sustaining sensor node that could reliably and accurately collect
environmental data. The long-term mission of the SCEL was to deploy rooftop meteorological
sensor nodes across the UH campus to harvest high spatial and temporal resolution
environmental data for the purposes of renewable resource forecasting. Further, through
understanding the meteorological patterns and predicting the availability of energy resources, the
campus could better implement demand response measures.
I was successful in designing a self-sustaining sensor node, named the Birdhouse, that could
collect solar irradiance, temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure measurements. The
Birdhouse was capable of collecting environmental data every fifteen seconds, storing the
measurements in onboard memory, and transmitting the data to the base station every five
minutes. Further, the temperature data collected, when compared to that of a third party source,
was found to be within five degrees Celsius of error, with a root-mean-square error of 2.04 degrees
Celsius, proving data accuracy. Moreover, the total cost of fabrication of the Birdhouse was
$614.70 and 1.5 hours of time, representing a relatively low cost and easy-to-build solution for
mass deployment of environmental sensor nodes.

5.3

Smart Water Heater Project (REDR)

My research with the REDR lab was centered around increasing the intelligence of an electric
water heater for the purposes of elevated energy efficiency and grid stability. More specifically, I
contributed to the development of approximate dynamic programming (ADP) algorithms where
Matthew Motoki was the main driver for the research, using density estimation, approximate
policy iteration, and state aggregation, to devise a policy that would minimize power cost and
discomfort cost for a household [89]. The ADP algorithms developed were successful in
minimizing the objective cost of operating an electric water heater for a household. This
translates into a 1/3 energy savings, or a yearly savings of about $90 [93]. I also conducted
research into the feasibility of employing a residential water heater as a means of frequency
response for the electric grid.
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Chapter 2. The Changing Electric
Power Grid
6

The Traditional Electric Power Grid

Each day, electric power utilities around the world are responsible for supplying millions of
kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity to its residential, commercial, and industrial consumers. The
vast and intricately connected network of substations and power lines that deliver this electricity
to consumers is often referred to as “the grid” [8]. This electrical power grid can be subdivided
into three sectors: generation, transmission, and distribution. Traditionally, generation is
achieved with massive, centralized power stations that consume nuclear materials or fossil fuels.
After generation, electricity is then sent to the transmission network. The transmission network
is responsible for transporting the generated electricity over long distances. To accomplish this
goal, a step-up transformer is first used to raise the voltage of the electricity; transporting
electricity at high voltages results in less losses, and thus, higher efficiency. When the electricity
gets close to its final destination, it’s passed through a step-down transformer, which lowers the
voltage of the electricity in preparation for its delivery to consumer outlets. Here, the distribution
network takes over and these smaller power lines transport the electricity to its final destination
in homes or businesses. A graphical representation of this unidirectional power flow can be seen
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Traditional Electrical Grid Overview [8]

6.1

Powering the Grid

In order for the electric grid to maintain stability, the demand for electricity must equal its
supply or, the power generated must be substantially equal to the load. If the demand becomes
less than the supply, the frequency of the system will increase, and vice versa. Rapid changes in
the system frequency can have dramatic effects, resulting in power outages or damage to the grid
infrastructure. [80]
The demand, however, is never constant; it changes from second to second and is different
from day to day. Figure 2.2 shows an estimation of a typical load profile over a single day [81].
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To effectively serve this constantly fluctuating load, the utility employs electric generators that
are named according to the different types of demand they serve; they are baseload, intermediate,
and peak. Baseload plants are those designed to handle a constant load and run as inexpensively
as possible. Since they’re always running, and their output is easily predictable, they’re typically
powered by coal or nuclear power. Intermediate load plants are designed to follow the predicted electricity
demand trends and can ramp up or down electricity production quickly and efficiently. Typically, they are
combined cycle natural gas plants. Peak load plants are designed to operate only when electricity demand
is at its highest, or when it fluctuates rapidly. As such, these plants have been designed to increase or
decrease its electricity output very quickly, but are oftentimes less efficient and more expensive to operate
than other types of plants. Generally, these plants are simple cycle natural gas or oil-buring plants. [81]

Figure 2.2. Electric Generator Types vs. Load [81]

6.2
6.2.1

Traditional Electric Grid Components
Automated Meter Reading (AMR)

Many electric power utilities currently employ AMR systems in their distribution networks.
The AMR enables the utilities to read customer consumption records and the status of
customers’ systems [58]. However, the capabilities of AMR are restricted to reading electrical
meter data and cannot be expanded to include demand-side management. Its inherent one-way
communication can provide information to the utilities but does not enable them to take
corrective action based on the information received from these meters. Therefore, this existing
system is not suitable for meeting the requirements of the future electric grid.
6.2.2

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Center

At the core of the electric power grid is a SCADA center. This center acts as the brain of the
grid, reading sensor and meter measurements, scheduling generator production and outages, and
communicating system health information to dispatchers [59]. However, the SCADA system in
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most grids today operates at the substation level, which doesn’t allow electricity service operators
to collect data from feeder lines [60].
The collection of real-time voltage and reactive power measurements on the feeder lines of the
grid is a topic of particular interest because this capability will enable the grid to operate much
more efficiently. Currently, utility grid operators use a combination of historical load data and
usage data to schedule generation, a highly inefficient process that doesn’t reflect the actual
needs of the customer and forces the generators to overproduce to ensure that customer demand
is met. Instead, utility grid operators need a way to more accurately predict electricity demand
to effectively optimize the voltage levels supplied on the feeder lines. Offering a lowered voltage
in homes prolongs the lives of consumer electronic products and will allow the utility to adjust its
capacitor banks and regulators to increase voltage only when necessary, never raising it above the
minimum levels until actual demand calls for it. This heightened efficiency requires reliable and
accurate sensors on the feeders lines and a robust SCADA system that can analyze all the data
[60].
Collecting real-time data from feeder lines will also enable the electric grid to conduct selfhealing. Currently, utilities wait until they receive reports from their customers regarding power
disruptions before they’re aware of the situation. Then they dispatch a ground crew to assess and
ameliorate the problem. This process can be dramatically expedited if sensors on the feeder lines
were able to notify utilities immediately in the event of a disruption. Also, data on the precise
location of the fault will help the ground crew find the problem and fix the problem faster.
Further, in many cases, power may be able to be rerouted around a physical problem to
immediately restore power to affected customers. If rerouting can occur instantaneously, without
customers being aware of the problem, workers will then be able to work on fixing the problem
without the pressure of disgruntled customers [60].
Attempts have been made to employ feeder line sensors for these application but they’ve so
far been incapable of achieving the data resolution required for maximum efficiency. Another
concern with SCADA systems is that, since the availability of electricity is of utmost importance
to customers, and SCADA systems are responsible for monitoring and controlling the power grid,
they may be the subject of cybersecurity attacks [61]. As such, identifying and addressing the
cybersecurity vulnerabilities of these systems should be a priority in the design of smart grids.
6.2.3

Substation Security

Properly functioning substations are essential for successful electricity transmission to
customers. These substations are comprised of various electrical hardware including circuit
breakers, power transformers, phase-shifting transformers, capacitor banks, and disconnect
switches as well as electronic automation and communication devices, which actively control the
other components. The level of automation in substations has been increasing in recent years [61].
This rise can be correlated to increased cybersecurity vulnerabilities since automation implies
computer-controlled electronics and software, potential targets of exploitation by cybersecurity
attackers looking to damage hardware and cause power outages or grid instability.
6.2.4

Communication Networks

Communication networks are an integral part of electric grid operations. These networks are
responsible for allowing control centers to communicate with regional transmission operators
(RTO) or independent system operators (ISO) in order to maintain balance and ensure proper
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functionality of the electric grid. As of present, there is no one particular communication media
or protocol that is widely accepted as the standard for use in power grids. The communication
media used include frame relay networks, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), public switched
telephone network (PSTN), the Internet, and wireless technologies. The communication protocols
used include Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Distributed Network Protocol (DNP) 3.0, Intercontrol Center Communications Protocol (ICCP), and Open Access Same-Time Information
System (OASIS) [61]. It has been recognized that all communication methods have vulnerabilities
for cybersecurity attackers and as the grid becomes increasingly connected to the Internet, these
vulnerabilities will increase.

7

The Smart Grid

With the current electric grid, power outages are often acknowledged only after consumers
notify the utility, and generators are scheduled to generate more than required since utilities have
a difficult time accurately matching generation to demand [9]. To address this outdated and
inefficient system, “smart grids” have evolved. Smart grids use intelligent information and
communication technologies to provide the electric power system with better situational
awareness [9]. This approach aims to improve the electric system’s reliability, security, and
efficiency through two-way communication of consumption data and dynamic optimization of
system operations, maintenance, and planning. These improvements enable the electric to
accommodate distributed generation by renewable energy technologies. Table 1 in the next
column provides a brief comparison between the existing grid and the smart grid. Figure 2.2
below outlines the characteristic distributed generation and communication interconnectedness of
smart grids. Examples of potential improvements of the smart grid over the existing grid include:
•

the ability for consumers to receive and respond to price variations to better manage
their energy costs while enabling utilities to reduce their peak load profile [9],

•

higher data resolution of electrical grid health allowing electricity service providers to
operate at tighter tolerances, resulting in greater efficiencies and reliability [62], and

•

enabling the system to autonomously identify problem areas and mitigate the risk of
failure through rapid isolation of those areas or implementation of self-healing
protocols [63].
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Table 2.1. Comparison Between the Traditional and Smart Electric Grid [10]
Traditional Electric Grid

Smart Grid

Electromechanical

Digital

One-way Communication

Two-way Communication

Centralized Generation

Distributed Generation

Few Sensors

Sensors Throughout

Blind/Manual Monitoring

Self-Monitoring

Failures and Blackouts

Adaptive and Islanding

Limited Control

Pervasive Control

Few Customer Choices

Many Customer Choices

Figure 2.3. Smart Grid Overview [65]

7.1
7.1.1

Smart Grid Components
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)

Improving on the AMR systems currently implemented, AMI can provide utilities with twoway communication to the meter. This added capability will allow utilities to retrieve
instantaneous information about individual and aggregate demand [58].
AMI is centered around smart meter technology. These smart meters will act as gateways
between the consumer devices or loads and the external electric utility service provider. The
electric power utility will use the information collected from these meters to manage the power
distribution within the grid by collecting sub-hourly power usage from smart meters and sending
instructions to the smart meters when required [65].
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7.1.2

Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs)

PMUs or synchrophasors are time-synchronized devices that measure electrical waves on a
grid, providing phasor information (the voltage magnitude and phase angle) to the utility
operator [66]. These devices are essential to effective smart grid operation since the measurements
relayed by these devices can help mitigate blackouts; by keeping utility operators informed utility
operators of the health of the electric grid, operators are able to execute remedial schemes quickly
to maintain system stability [67]. More specifically, current PMU technology allows for:
•

post mortem forensic analysis of all grid disturbances,

•

monitoring and visualization of angle differences, voltage stability, frequency, and
thermal overloads,

•

power plant monitoring and integration, including intermittent resources and
distributed generation,

•

power system restoration,

•

static model benchmarking,

•

state estimation, and

• automated control of local assets [61].
PMU technology is becoming increasingly robust and is being further developed to expand its
capabilities to include:
•

dynamic state estimation,

•

alarming for situational awareness tools,

•

day and hour-ahead operations planning,

•

planned power system separation,

•

real-time automated grid controls and adaptive protection on a wide-area basis,

•

congestion management,

•

inter-area oscillation damping modulation controls,

•

system integrity protection schemes,

•

dynamic model benchmarking,

•

dynamic line ratings and Volts Amps Reactive (VAR) support,

•

unit dispatch,

•

automatically managed frequency and voltage load response, and

• distribution network monitoring, restoration, and self-healing [61].
For example, Figure 2.4 on the next page illustrates how PMUs can effectively assist an
utility operator in maintaining system stability. Figure 2.3 shows transmitted power as a function
of time collected from a PMU. When the damping ratio drops below 10 percent, this indicates a
warning condition; at this point, the system may be heading towards an unstable condition. In
this case one line tripped, which causes some stress on the system and may cause the system to
become unstable and fail. This happens a short time later; as the damping becomes negative, the
system becomes unstable. Further, after another line and generator is dropped, the damping ratio
becomes increasingly negative, and the system rapidly diverges from stability. Since PMUs
provide system operators with notification of a tripped line almost immediately after the event
occurs but before the system becomes unstable, utility operators have a chance to act quickly to
avoid full system failure. As such, PMUs are integral components in the design of smart grids;
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since they enable rapid grid response to instability events, they enable the grid to operate more
efficiently by accept more intermittent renewable energy generators and supplying lower voltages
to customers.

Figure 2.4. PM U Data Analysis [66]
7.1.3 Home Area Newtorks (HANs), Neighborhood Area Networks (NANs), and
Wide Area Networks (WANs)
A home area network, or HAN, connects consumer, in-house devices with smart meters and
PMUs and allows for communication via Zigbee, WirelessHART, and ISA100.11a technologies
(among others) [65, 68]. The HAN may include devices such as Smart Thermosats, Smart Water
Heaters, Smart Appliances, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and storage, and Photovoltaics [61].
These devices may be accessible via online dashboards or smartphone apps and may provide
users with the ablility to reduced their electric power consumption or increase their comfort level
with the push of a button. A block diagram showing typical components and connections can be
seen in Figure 2.5 on the next page.
The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol aims to provide reliable, power-efficient communication
capabilities for low data rate wireless networks. The driver for the development of this standard
is ZigBee protocol, although there are competing protocols such as WireslessHART and
ISA100.11a that use the same protocol with their own medium access control and network layers
[15]. These communication protocols are characterized with low latency, low data rates, medium
resiliency, medium to high security features, and low transmission distance making them
perfectly suited for in-home wireless sensor networks [68]. However, these protocols are vulnerable
to denial of service attacks that can cause undetected packet loss by directed jamming and
forcing of ACK packets. Turning off medium access control layer acknowledgements and
employing application-level acknowledgements can overcome this attack. Further, setting the
minimum security layer high than the encryption-only level will prevent attacks associated with
encryption-only mode [68].
A handful of HANs reside in a neighborhood area network, or NAN. These NANs typically
communicate via radios on frequencies like 900 MHz or existing power lines as the carrier for the
system. Communication between NANs are typically self-healing and able to find alternative
paths to their destinations if they are bloacked [90].
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Wide area networks, or WANs, connect homes and smart meters to the transmission network
and generators. The responsibility of the WAN is to connect together several NANs, effectively
connecting the smart meters, service providers, and electric utility. The WAN typically
communicates using WiMAX or 4G/LTE [61].
WiMAX (IEEE 802.16 d/e) and 4G/LTE protocol are characterized by low latency, high
data rates, high resilience, high security, and long transmission distance [58]. These
communication protocols are designed to work in non-line-of-sight applications, making them
susceptible to attacks that exploit the nature of RF communications. As such, these protocols
may be subject to jamming, scrambling, and denial of service attacks. These attacks can be
countered with the utilization of AES or 3DES encryption and the establishment of
authentication, authorization, and key management security measures [68].
Collectively, communication over the HAN and WAN can enable utility operators to manage
customers’ load, monitor the performance of the power system itself, read customers’ meters,
detect stolen energy, control the voltage in the power system, detect outages, reconfigure the
system following a fault, balance loads for optimal system operation, and collect load data for
system planning [66]. The data that can be collected and its resulting operations are outlined in
Figure 2.6 below.

Figure 2.5. Smart Grid Components and Connections [61]

Figure 2.6. Communication Data Breakdown [66]
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7.2

Smart Grid Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities

The smart grid aims at transforming today’s public power grid into a flexible and intelligent
energy utility. Its full potential, however, cannot be reached unless its vulnerabilities are
understood and addressed. A few of the most serious vulnerabilities are discussed below.
7.2.1

Trust

It is expected that smart grid control systems are operating in an environment of implicit
trust. This creates vulnerability within the system since the state of one device directly affects
the actions of another. As such, the system is vulnerable to data spoofing where a device sending
a false state, for example, makes other devices behave in an unwanted way [65].
7.2.2

Communication and Device Security

In comparison with wired communication networks, wireless communication offer
increased flexibility, increased ease of deployment, and cost savings since these networks can be
deployed anywhere and don’t require conduit installation [66]. However, wireless communications
are more vulnerable to cybersecurity attacks including jamming, eavesdropping, unauthorized
modification, and man-in-the-middle attack. Using Internet Protocol (IP) standards in smart
grids, for example, offer increased compatibility between devices but also leave the system
vulnerable to many IP-based network attacks such as IP spoofing, tear drop, denial of service,
and others [65].
Additional vulnerabilities arise from the integration of devices into the grid system. The evergrowing smart grid seeks to incorporate more and more networked devices into the power grid
system. These devices, however, all act as access points, and therefore vulnerable points, in the
system. The more of these intelligent, networked devices involved in the system, the more
vulnerabilities the system has [65].
Further, the lifecycle of the smart meters, sensors, and devices to be integrated into the smart
grid all have a rapid turnaround rate. As these devices quickly become obsolete, they may
become weak security points for attackers to exploit [65].
7.2.3

Privacy

Historically, power grid systems were incapable of measuring and reporting electricity use
patterns and device information. Instead of worrying about traffic analysis attacks and other
cyber security attacks, they were primarily concerned about physical attacks to their systems. As
the grid evolves to incorporate smart meters and load management algorithms, however,
customer privacy can become a significant concern.
Electricity use patterns could lead to the disclosure of not only how much energy a customer
uses but also how they use energy and when they are home or away [69]. Further, it may even be
possible for an attacker to deduce information about the specific activities that the occupant(s)
is/are doing, which appliances and devices are present, or changes in business operations. This
information could then be exploited for criminal activities [69].
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7.3

Cybersecurity Attacks on Smart Grids

Cyber-attacks on smart grids often originate from numerous locations using a variety of
methodologies, each driven with their unique set of motivations and objectives. In their work,
[12] presents a comprehensive definition and analysis of potential attacker groups.
7.3.1

Types of Attackers

Non-Malicious Attackers. The non-malicious attackers or “recreational hackers” include
individuals that conduct attacks on secure systems and networks with the objective of testing
their own skills by trying to solve and surpass real-world security challenges without any
monetary or malicious objectives. Instead, these type of attackers undertake such actions as a
form of personal intellectual challenge and curiosity, driven by the challenge of “cracking” these
real-world security puzzles.
Vengeance Attackers. The individuals within this “emotional attackers” group conduct cyberattacks within the smart grid with the objective of affecting other consumers. However, what
makes this group particularly distinct from others is that their motivations are driven exclusively
by vengeance and vindictiveness against other consumers, in an effort to inflict a damage or
inconvenience only to that particular target group. Such effects could include the forced power
shutdown of private homes, etc.
Terrorists. This group encompasses those individuals who seek to affect a very large number
of users with the objective of causing physical/cyber harm to make a political statement or
induce an act of intimidation, and therefore, their motivations and objectives are particularly ill
driven. The threat that this group of attackers poses can be of extreme significance, and can
potentially be initiated by hostile governments, enterprises, and individual groups.
Employees. In many cases, employees that were disgruntled with their utility company
and/or their customers can be considered within this category. Additionally, employees that are
not well trained in their area of cyber-expertise and that unintentionally cause significant
damages to the system are also considered within this group.
Insiders. Often times, individuals that have legitimate access to a secured network can carry
out part or the entirety of an attack to the smart grid network. In such cases, this “insider”
typically works in collaboration with other “outsider” attackers. The motivations for the insider
attacks can be many, including financial gain.
Competitors. In many cases, industrial competition can represent a primary motivation for
engaging in cyber-attacks with the sole objective of gaining monetary gain for their harmful
actions.
7.3.2

Cybersecurity Attack Types

Furthermore, the types of attacks can be characterized by their overall target-types. As
suggested by [65], there are three primary types of attacks.
Component-Based Attacks. The cyber-attacks that take place within this category typically
target critical and non-redundant field devices that are part of the smart grid. For example,
remote terminal units (RTUs; Figure 2.7) are field-based devices that are used by grid engineers
for remotely configuring and troubleshoot devices within the network. In the event of a
component-based attack, a malicious attacker seeks to take overtake a device like the RTUs with
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the objective of manipulating its output control and having the capacity to issue at will false
faulty states within the grid.

2.7. Smart Grid Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) [9]
Protocol-Based Attacks. The cyber-attacks that target communication systems and protocols
are considered within this category. In such cases, an attacker conducts cyber-attacks with the
objective of compromising the communication and authentication protocols that comprise the
smart grid.
Topology-Based Attacks. In some cases, attackers conduct actions that are specifically
targeted against the node structure of the smart grid network, resulting in a direct topology
attack. In such cases, the attacker can conduct Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks with the goal of
interfering with the overall power state information and maliciously affect the regular operation
and decision processes conducted at the smart grid SCADA levels.
7.3.3

Cybersecurity Attack Techniques

Numerous studies have demonstrated that there are a wide variety of cyber-attack
methodologies that can be used for targeting a smart grid network. In their studies [65, 75, 9, 76],
numerous methodologies were identified, including the ones described below.
Malware Spreading. Malware spreading is one of the most dangerous forms of attack that the
smart grid can be exposed to. This type of attack is comprised of the development of malicious
code with the objective of specifically infecting and spreading sensitive devices, networks and
servers. This malicious software can be propagated by means of USB devices and internet-based
sources. Once a host is infected, the malware will circumvent local perimeter defenses in an effort
to transmit sensitive information within the local host (PC, laptop) and the secured network to
which it is connected. In addition to transmitting sensitive data, malware can have a wealth of
objectives, such as purposely modifying and/or adding functions to a device or system for
disrupting its routine operations.
Access Through Database Links. Commonly, cyber-attackers seek to penetrate within a
trusted network perimeter by means of a network-based attack vector with the objective of
delivering a malicious payload within the secured network confines. In such cases, it has been
shown that this type of exploit typically targets firewalls that have not been fully secured, and
thus, poorly configured. Specifically, attackers often aim at exploiting the inbound and outbound
configuration rules, often serving as a common entry point.
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Compromising of Communication Protocols & Equipment. When an attacker targeting a
smart grid network targets the numerous and complex communication protocols and hardware
devices that comprise it, the attacker is capable to gain access to the flow of information. In the
event that an attacker can compromise hardware such as multiplexers that regulate and
distribute management control within the network, it is possible inflict direct physical damage to
the system and also use it as a gateway for launching future attacks after the system is
deliberately reconfigured.
False Data Injection. False data injection attacks (also known as “replay” attacks) is one of
the best known and analyzed forms of cyber-attacks. This methodology consists of injection fake
information within a data stream that serves the smart grid’s information network, therefore
providing the central processing unit with manipulated data [71]. Since this data is ultimately
used to monitor and control a wealth of instruments, networks, power lines, substations, energy
price calculators, etc., the potential risks that false data injections have are very large, and which
can ultimately impact financial markets in a local, regional, and global scale. Numerous studies
have been conducted to identify potential defense mechanisms against this type of attack. These
countermeasures have been developed from a mathematical approach, and include advanced and
complex algorithms capable of processing real-time data streams for identifying and neutralizing
the sources of false data injection.
Network-based Attacks. The inherent configuration of the smart grid makes it particularly
vulnerable to network-based attacks. In these cases, the TCP/IP stack and IP protocols can be
readily used as tools for subjecting networks to attack and attain a full network submission until
achieving a DoS (Denial of Service) state. This type of attacks can have numerous objectives,
including the intention to delay, block, and/or corrupt information transmission for rendering the
smart grid network unoperational.
Eavesdropping and Traffic Analysis. Cyber-attackers can utilize modern digital tools for
monitoring and recording network traffic. In this way, sensitive information can be collected or
extracted from the packet traffic for using with malicious intentions that would affect directly or
indirectly the smart grid network.
Modbus Security. Attackers can sometimes target the Modbus protocol that typically exists
within a smart grid’s control system (SCADA). The SCADA is comprised of complex computer
systems, networks and protocols that monitor and control the industrial, infrastructure, or
facility-based processes within the grid. In this instance, the Modbus protocol represents a vital
element of the SCADA, since this is responsible of exchanging real-time information required for
the control of the grid’s industrial processes. As a result, since the Modbus protocol was not
originally designed for being used in environments that require high levels of security, there
protocol itself can be vulnerable to a variety of attacks. These Modbus vulnerabilities include:
•

Broadcast message spoofing - sending face broadcast messages to slave devices

•

Baseline response replay – replaying genuine data back to master devices

•

Direct slave control – controlling slave field devices

•

Passive reconnaissance – reading Modbus messages

•

Network scanning – sending benign messages to all available devices to collect devicespecific information

•

Response delay – delaying response messages for the master devices

•

Rouge interloper – attaching a computer with the required devices
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7.3.4

Malicious Attack Consequences

A malicious cyber-attack on a smart grid can have immense consequences on the network and
customers. The type of effects can be classified as either cyber or physical, as described below
and outlined by [9].
The physical effects on a smart grid that can potentially result from a cyber-attack following
one or a combination of any attack methodologies described in the previous section are many. In
some cases, the effects can be minimal and have a reduced or localized temporary effect; in
others, the effects can be large with a regional or large-scale long-lasting impacts on the network
and its customers.
Since SCADA systems represent the central processing pillar of the smart grid that governs
its performance and resource allocation, the consequences of a compromised SCADA are many,
ranging from a temporary disruption of service to a full system shutdown. Another effect of an
attack on the smart grid includes disruption of service induced by malware injections, bad data
injections, and fake data command transmissions.
In all cases, the potential effects of cyber-attacks are wide-ranging, including the temporary
digital effects that include loss of data connectivity, server configurations, unexpected behavior of
programs, etc. Additionally, these digital effects can result in a serious and potentially
irreversible cascade effect of hardware failures. Examples include the use of fake data injection
attacks to transmit erroneous under-metering data to the SCADA, resulting in higher resources
being diverted by the SCADA towards the affected substation and unintentionally resulting in
substation and/or power line failures, among many other.
7.3.5

PowerWorld Simulations for Assessing the Effect of Cybersecurity Attacks

To further explore the potential effects that cybersecurity attacks can have on a smart grid, a
series of simple, PowerWorld power network simulations based on a custom-built power system
consisting of three primary buses was explored. As shown in Figure 2.8, the simulated “Tri-Bus”
network design consisted of a power grid network that served three distinct buses denominated as
“Holmes Hall”, “POST”, and “Campus Center”. In an effort to represent real-world conditions,
each bus is initially configured to have different power needs as a result of the varying faculty
and student popuations and research and lecture activities at each.

Figure 2.8. Overall Configuration of Simulation Network
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The system was designed to include two generators in a configuration that enables one to
provide a larger energy supply than the other. This initial setup was chosen in order to ensure
the availability of an automatic backup generator system in case unforeseen contingencies take
place within the network. The power distribution is achieved through the use of five independent
power lines (denominated 1 though 5), each including switches at their network intersection
points. Furthermore, each power line has a power/transformer flow indicator for measuring the
current capacity of the line at the various simulation conditions. Additionally, the network also
incorporated various PowerWorld-specific branch distribution and information tools that were
used for furthering the simulation visualizations and analyses.
In an effort to explore the numerous potential impacts that such attacks could have, three
distinct case studies were simulated to assess the effects on the customized power grid network.
CASE I: Least-Effort Attack. Typically, any form of cybersecurity attack on a smart grid will
seek to inflict the largest amount of damage to a system through the least possible and shortest
network interference & pathways. There are indeed numerous reasons for this, including the
higher chance for the attack origin and source to be protected under the stealth of rapid action to
avoid detection, and to operate with a greater chance for anonymity.
Under this scenario, we present a “least-effort attack” simulation to demonstrate how an
attack on a targeted sector of the grid can result in significant damage to the system. The attack
methodologies can be virtually any of the ones described in previous sections, including malware
and false/bad data injections; the ultimate goal of these techniques would be to disable key data
distribution points in the grid. Although a “least-effort attack” can occur within a traditional
electric grid in the form of a physical attack, a smart grid is especially vulnerable to this attack
due to its increased reliance on sensors and data. With a smart grid, an attacker would no longer
need to rely on physically disabling components on the grid, he/she could instead inject false
data readings into the system to confuse it and harm itself.
Some of the vital elements that comprise power grids include power generating points, supply
chains, and load buses. By analyzing the specific configurations that we find in our Tri-Bus
power distribution settings, it is possible to note that each bus is served by at least two power
branches, with each branch being interconnected between themselves. Given this network
configuration, if the attacker is constricted to carrying out just one attack on the network, a
potential target would be one of the power lines. Specifically, if the attacker is capable of
inflicting sufficient damage on the network to disable line #3, this would result in a large power
unbalance on the rest of the system, causing a dangerous and unsustainable 114% power overflow
in line #1. Under this scenario, our simulations show that an attacker would be able to disable
two power lines just by attacking one of them. Figure 2.9 illustrates the results of this potential
attack scenario.
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Figure 2.9. Results of an Attack on Power Distribution Line #3.
As observed in Figure 2.9, this “Least-Effort Attack” approach would enable the
cybersecurity attacker to inflict a moderate amount of impact on the overall network. Although
the power distribution within this network is not fully compromised, the attacker was able to
inflict a successful attack by only disabling one of the switching gateways within power line #3.
In this way, not only power line #3 is automatically disrupted, but additionally, power line #1 is
critically impacted due to a rapid and unexpected power surge resulting from the diversion of
power distribution towards it.
Although the overall grid is designed to rapidly address power contingencies in any of its
distribution lines, the power usage distribution at each of the loads can significantly impact its
ability to mitigate power line disruptions resulting from cybersecurity attacks. Under such
scenarios, the role of the SCADA plays a major role, since this has the ability and responsibility
to rapidly assess the resulting power distribution situation and adjust the generator output
accordingly, while also modifying the power distribution channels as needed.
From a financial perspective, the compromise of two power lines can be very expensive.
Considering that power lines cost an average of $42,000 per mile, the effects illustrated in this
simulation scenario would result in considerable costs to the power management agency and their
users.
CASE II: Multi-Stage Attack. In the case that the attacker is capable of attacking more than
one sector or device within the network without compromising his identity and attack success,
then the results for such scenario could be catastrophic. For example, if we consider that from an
attacker’s perspective, some of the most attractive targets are the power generation sources
themselves, we can conduct simulations within our system to better understand the
vulnerabilities and effects of such attack.
If an attacker is capable of disabling any single one of the generators within the system
by means of a replay, data injection, or simple “virtual” shutdown by affecting the data that
reaches the SCADA center, this would result in a considerable effect on the network itself.
However, because the proposed network is comprised of a two-generator configuration, one of
these generators is designed to serve as a contingency generator that is always available to be
incorporated at full power when needed. However, since the system is not designed to withstand
the loss of its two input generators, this characteristic could be potentially exploited by a
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malicious attacker. Figure 2.10 and 2.11 shows the effects of disabling the generators, ultimately
leading to a catastrophic full-network blackout.

Figure 2.10. Results from Disabling Generator #1.

Figure 2.11. Results from Disabling G enerators #1 and #2.
As observed in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, a “multi-stage attack” would result in catastrophic
results that would result in a complete network shutdown. The effects of such a scenario not only
include an unimaginable financial cost, but would result in the disruption of critical systems. In a
case such as this one, the use of PowerWorld for simulating the blackout effects readily
demonstrates the vital requirements for incorporating effective cybersecurity defense mechanisms
within the smart grid control network.
CASE III: “Thanksgiving Payload”. Under this scenario, an attack was simulated in which an
attacker simulated false load levels through false data injection on each power line, all of which
increase slowly and steadily until surpassing the recommended capacity of the power lines. This
technique is hereby denominated “Thanksgiving Payload” because the attacker simulates an everincreasing power demand on the overall system over time, just as it occurs annually during the
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Thanksgiving holiday. Alternatively, the attacker can maliciously trick the meters within the
grid’s subnet to submit requests to the central processing center for more power availability.
During the traditional Thanksgiving holiday, numerous households utilize power-hungry devices
(ovens, lights, etc.) for cooking food over a long period of time. As a result, this simulated
“cascading effect” results in the over-exertion of the limited power distribution channels, resulting
in a power line overload. Figures 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14 show the effects of such scenario.

Figure 2.12. Gradual Increase in Virtual Power Usage Presents a Strain on the
Power Lines.

Figure 2.13. Continuous Increase in Virtual Power Usage Presents a Larger
Strain on the Power Lines. Notice the Increased Loads on Each Independent
Transmission Line.
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Figure 2.14. The M ulti-step Cybersecurity Attack on the Power Grid Resulted
in a Power Line O verload.
Undoubtedly, the use of the PowerWorld software allowed for the creation of power realworld simulations that accurately represented the sequence of events and potential catastrophic
results that could affect a power network following a malicious cyber-attack on the smart grid.
Regardless of the specific methodologies utilized for unlawfully gaining access into the network
and misrepresenting the data being relayed into the SCADA, the PowerWorld simulations have
demonstrated the immense and critical hazards that these cyber-hazards can have on a smart
grid network, ultimately resulting in multi-million dollar damages.
7.3.6

Cybersecurity Attack Defense Mechanisms

The importance of incorporating a robust, efficient, and effective set of defense and
countermeasure mechanisms for protecting a smart grid from cyber-attacks cannot be overstated.
As such, the design of any smart grid must readily incorporate this aspect early on in its
inception and design.
Although there are numerous constraints that can limit the implementation of
countermeasures in a smart grid – including financial costs, available technology (designs &
purchasing power), overall infrastructure design, time and currently available technical
knowledge, their incorporation into the network would provide a valuable set of tools that would
help safeguard the grid from potential cyber-attacks.
Numerous studies have provided valuable overviews on some of the overall defense
mechanisms and strategies available for smart grids [65, 9, 74]. Overall, these strategies include
the following:
Key Management. Key management is one of the most fundamental tools for achieving
information security. The safe management and distribution of encryption tools such as secret,
shared keys and authentic, public keys can ensure overall communication data security by means
of secrecy and sender-receiver authenticity.
The bigger and more diverse the smart grid infrastructure gets, the more complex the
challenge of key management becomes. This is because the smart grid requires several dozen
different secure communication scenarios, ranging from communication between the power
distributor and the smart meter to communication between equipment and field crews. For each
scenario, cryptographic key protocols need to be set up to ensure secrecy and data authenticity.
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To best maintain security in smart grids, key management protocols should include key refresh,
key revocation, key backup, and key recovery [9].
Secure Communications Architecture. Resilient and secure communication channels are
integral for successful smart grid operations. If designed properly, the smart grid will be better
equipped to mitigate attacks while achieving a high level of availability for its customers. The
required design considerations are network topology, secure routing, secure forwarding, and endto-end communication [9, 73].
Network topology refers to the connectivity structure among the nodes, designing the system
with multiple redundancies will allow for increased resilience to attacks. For example, if one node
in the network is compromised or unable to function, the other nodes in the network should be
able to replace this node. This can be achieved through secure broadcasting, where a node relays
its information to multiple receivers to ensure that the message goes through.
Secure routing protocols and secure forwarding are design considerations because if an
attacker were to compromise even a single router, all communication in the entire network can
become erroneous. This category of attack includes Sybil attacks, selective forwarding, and
wormholes. The majority of outsider attacks can be prevented by link layer encryption and
authentication using a globally shared key [70]. End-to-end communication can also benefit from
encryption and authentication protocols, since secrecy and authenticity of data are of high
priorities in this system. Further, a jamming attack could potentially be launched to shut down
communication between devices. This attack can be prevented by employing spread spectrum
protocol, in which communication in the system vary the frequency over which they
communicate to avoid the jammed frequency.
System and Device Security. It is also important to consider defense mechanisms against
software-based attacks, where adversaries exploit software vulnerabilities to inject malicious code
or a malicious insider uses administrative privileges to execute malicious code [72]. Methods to
ensure system and device security are diversified embedded firmware and attestation. The theory
behind diversifying the embedded firmware in devices is that, if each device executes different
software, the system will be able to avoid common vulnerabilities. Code attestation promises to
prevent malware from hiding in the system by enabling an external entity to inquire the software
that is executing on the system. This method reveals a signature of executing code, even
unknown malware that will alter that signature can thus be detected [9].
7.3.7

Cybersecurity Conclusion

The smart grid is poised to transform the traditional centralized, producer-controlled electric
power system into a decentralized, consumer-interactive network that’s supported by real-time
monitoring and two-way communication between the generator and consumer. With its extended
capabilities, however, come additional vulnerabilities and security concerns that previously didn’t
exist. Thankfully, these vulnerabilities can be simulated and analyzed with software like
PowerWorld, to allow the electric utilities to better ensure power availability, data integrity, and
customer privacy.
In the research outlined above, three different attack scenarios were considered, a least-effort
attack, a multi-stage attack, and a “Thanksgiving Payload” attack. These attacks explored the
potential effects of a variety of cybersecurity attacks on a three-bus electric grid system. Then,
suggestions for the implementation of defense mechanisms and countermeasures that should be
included in the design of smart grids were discussed. To ensure maximum efficiency and security,
smart grid designers should take into account cryptographic key management, communication
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architecture security, and system and device security as they engineer the next generation of the
electric power grid.

7.4

Demand Response

In addition to increased cybersecurity capabilities and considerations, the smart grid also
allows for increased responsiveness, as previously mentioned. Through employing AMI, PMUs,
and other network sensors, the smart grid is able to quickly and accurately understand the state
of the entire system and make adjustments as needed. This enhanced stability and reliability of
the grid has given rise to the integration of auxiliary technologies, such as battery storage and
electric vehicles (EVs) through demand response. Demand response refers to the process through
which consumers become active players in the electricity power supply equation by reducing or
shifting their electricity usage during peak periods in response to time-based rates or other forms
of financial incentives. In this way, many electricity customers are aggregated into a network of
users whose electricity use can be varied to adjust demand as needed, in a matter of minutes [82].
Battery storage, including EVs, are some of the tools employed for demand response; they
can be scheduled to be charged at times when consumption is typically lower, such as during
nighttime hours, and scheduled to be discharged during time when consumptions peaks, such as
during the evening hours. Scheduling demand on a large-scale can potentially smooth the load
profile that peaks during the evening, allowing the utility to refrain from employing more
expensive peak load generators [83]. Electricity consumption via charging and discharging
batteries and EVs can be schedulded to correlate with time fluctuating electricity prices as well
to achieve cost savings for the customer [84].
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Chapter 3. Self-Sustaining
Meteorological Wireless Sensor
Network Project (SCEL)
8
8.1

Motivation and Project Overview
Distributed Generation and Intermittency

The penetration of distributed electricity generation by renewable energy resources, more
specifically, roof mounted solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, has skyrocketed in Hawaii. As of 2015,
12% of Oahu customers have rooftop PV systems [85]. Residential PV installations, however,
have slowed due to delays in interconnection apprvoals for new systems to the grid. These delays
are the result of electricity distribution grids reaching levels of rooftop PV capacity that are
120% or more of the circuit’s daytime minimum load. If the utility were to continue to grant
permits to all applicants, the utility would face an energy backflow at certain times of the day.
This occurs when there is more generation than demand and no way to store the generated
energy [86]. Since the grid was traditionally designed for one-way energy flow, the grid
infrastructure was not designed to handle energy backflow. As such, work is currently being done
to determine methods to improve the stability of and increase the renewable energy generation
capacity of the grid. The utility is also upgrading its circuits and meters to better regulate the
flow of electricity [87].
Distributed electricity generation has been on the rise, not only locally, but nationally and
globally as well. According to the State Energy Indtries Association, at the end of 2014, there
were 18 GW of PV panels and 2.2 GW of concentrating solar power technologies operating in the
United States (U.S.) [11]. And, according to the American Wind Energy Association, at the end
of 2014, the U.S. had an installed wind capacity of 65.9 GW [12]. Further, these trends of
dramatic increases in installed capacity of renewable generation are expected to continue in the
future [13].
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Figure 3.1. Expected Global Renewable Energy Generation Installations [13]
Employing solar and wind power as energy sources, however, comes with a new set of
problems due to its intermittent supply characteristic. The availability of solar power for
electricity generation varies on a daily and seasonal basis due to factors such as cloud cover,
atmospheric pollution, and the movement of the sun. Wind power also has limited availability
due to its natural fluctuations, wind speed, and wind direction changes. This source
intermittency and production unreliability results in generator scheduling difficulties for the
utility. When the sun goes down at the end of the day and PV panels don’t produce any
electricity, for example, utilities still need a way to meet their consumption demand. This may
require them to continue burning fossil fuels to run conventional electricity generation plants.
Another, more threatening, problem arises when renewable energy generation drops out suddenly
during peak generation hours, as in the event of cloud cover of PV panels. If the PV array were
large enough, this would result in grid instability and force the utility to bring a backup
generator online quickly to resolve the mismatch of generation to consumption. This uncertainty
puts added stress on the utility and oftentimes, leads to increased costs. As such, in order for
utilities to continue to provide reliable power to its customers, it is imperative for renewable
source availability and related environmental parameters to be accurately predicted and modeled.
This will ensure that power producers have adequate time to schedule their generation plants to
come online in the most cost effective way possible and improve electricity generation efficiency.

8.2

Prior Art

Recognizing that this is a significant issue, many commercial products have been produced
and multiple universities have created projects dedicated to addressing these needs. However, due
to the plethora of options available on the market, only several of the most relevant products are
reviewed below.
8.2.1

Commercial Products

General Research-Grade Weather Station (GRWS) 100. Campbell Scientific, Inc. is a global
company with a strong reputation for producing high-quality products that are employed for
many professional applications and by some electric power providers, such as the Hawaiian
Electric Company (HECO). Their GRWS100 system is capable of measuring wind speed, wind
direction, air temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, precipitation, and solar
radiation; its capabilities can be expanded with the inclusion of additional sensor offerings [14].
Further, the weather station can be outfitted with PV panels and wireless communication to
allow for low maintenance, remote weather monitoring [14]. This system, however, is impractical
for deployment across UH due to its high price tag of almost $5,500 per unit (in 2012) [15].
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Figure 3.2. Campbell Scientific GRW S100 System [14]
Table 3.1. Campbell Scientific GRW S100 System Sensor Specifications [14]
Sensor Type

Part Number

Measurement Range

Accuracy

Temperature

PT100 RTD, IEC 751

-40° to +60°C

23°C: ±0.1°C

0-100% RH

23°C: ±0.8% RH

Relative Humidity ROTRONIC Hygromer IN-1

20°C: ±0.3 mb
Barometer

Vaisala CS106

500-1100 mb

0° to 40°C: ±0.6 mb
-20° to 45°C: ±1.0 mb
-40° to 60°C: ±1.5 mb

Solar Radiation

LI-COR LI200X-L

400-1100 nm

±5%

Libelium Waspmote Plug & Sense. Libelium Comunicaciones Distribuidas S.L has developed
a more economical option for meteorological sensing through its Waspmote Plug & Sense product
line. These units were designed as modules and sold individually as a base unit with sensor addons, allowing the buyer to customize the module to fit specific applications. The cost per unit of
a module that can fulfill the desired functions is estimated to be about $2,000 [16]. This is
significantly cheaper than Campbell Scientific’s products but still too costly for mass deployment
across the UH campus.
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Figure 3.3. Libelium W aspmote Plug & Sense System [16]
Table 3.2. Libelium W aspmote Plug & Sense Sensor Specifications [16]
Sensor Type

Part Number

Measurement Range

Accuracy

Temperature

Sensiron SHT75

-40° to +123.8°C

0° to 70°C: ±0.4°C

Relative Humidity

Sensiron SHT75

0-100% RH

±1.8% RH

Barometer

Freescale MPX4115A

15-115 kPa

0° to 85°C: ±1.5%V

Solar Radiation

Apogee SQ-110

410-655 nm

±5%

8.2.2

University Projects

Harvard University. The Harvard Sensor Networks Lab has developed and deployed a
network of over 100 weather sensors in its CitySense project. These modules were mounted to the
posts of street lamps and were capable of measuring temperature, relative humidity, barometric
pressure, wind speed and direction, and precipitation [17]. The aim of the project was to develop
a novel wireless system that provides high spatial environmental data spanning the entire city.
The scope of the project, however, did not include solar irradiance forecasting for the benefit of
renewable energy integration.
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Figure 3.4. Harvard University CitySense W eather Station M odule [17]
University of Hamburg. The Meteorological Institute at the University of Hamburg has also
developed a meteorological wireless sensor network of 14 nodes for the mining of atmospheric
data through its SensorScope project. Each station is equipped with sensors to measure air and
surface temperature, humidity, wind direction and speed, solar radiation, precipitation, soil
moisture, and soil temperature and sends the data to the base station via radio communication
[18]. The project is aimed at producing high spatial resolution atmospheric models and soilvegetation-atmosphere-transfer schemes for the benefit of agricultural applications.

Figure 3.5. University of Hamburg SensorScope Station [18]

8.3

Project Goals

The main goal of my work with the SCEL was to develop a weather station for the collection
of environmental data to aid in the prediction of renewable energy resource availability; my
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research was specifically concerned with solar power availability. If electric power providers can
accurately and reliably forecast the production of electricity by renewable energy sources on a
sub hour timeframe, then they will be better prepared for scheduling generation plants or storage
options, resulting in a more efficient, reliable, and lower cost electricity service [19].
In order to develop a reliable model from which solar forecasting can be based upon, a large
amount of environmental data with high spatial and temporal resolution must be obtained.
Therefore, the traditional approach of measuring environmental data with a single, highly
accurate weather station was not suited for the purposes of my research. As such, a low-cost,
modular environmental sensor station needed to be designed. Mass deployment of these modules
would allow for more accurate solar forecasting models since even small geographic areas (such as
from the back of Manoa valley to UH campus) can be subject to a wide range of different
combinations of wind, rain, and sun.
The roof of Holmes Hall on the UH campus was selected as the initial test bed for the
deployment of the environmental sensor modules due to its ease of access. In the future, a
wireless network of these modules will be deployed on numerous rooftops across the UH campus
to assist the university in its goals towards a clean energy future.

9

Hardware Design

To accommodate the future mass deployment of these environmental sensor modules across
numerous campus rooftops, the module was designed for low-cost, rapid prototyping through the
means of employing commercial-off-the-shelf sensor units and an easily replicable digital design,
which leverages rapid prototyping technologies.

9.1

Components Included

The hardware design of the sensor module was started by first selecting its components. To
facilitate easy fabrication and rapid deployment, commercial-off-the-shelf parts were used. A
block diagram of the components included in the module can be seen in Figure 3.6 on the next
page.
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Figure 3.6. Block Diagram Representation of Environmental Sensor M odule
9.1.1

Arduino Uno Microcontroller

At the heart of the sensor module was the Arduino Uno microcontroller. The Arduino Uno is
an open-source, low-power, and low-cost microcontroller board based on Atmel’s ATmega328
chip. The Arduino Uno contains everything needed to support the microcontroller chip along
with fourteen digital input and output pins, six analog inputs, and 32 kB of flash memory. The
Arduino Uno supports I2C and SPI communication protocols and is programmed via USB-toserial converter and the Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) [20].

Figure 3.7. Arduino Uno M icrocontroller Board
9.1.2

Environmental Sensors

Even though the primary driver behind the design of the environmental sensor module is the
collection of solar radiation data, other environmental parameters need to be measured to
support the accuracy of the pyranometer readings. As such, the environmental sensor module was
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designed to include sensors for solar radiation, temperature, relative humidity, barometric
pressure, and a global positioning system (GPS) coordinates.
The SP-215 designed by Apogee Instruments, Inc. was chosen for conducting solar radiation
measurements. The SP-215 pyranometer consists of a cast acrylic filter, photodiode, and signal
processing circuitry in an anodized aluminum housing. The sensors work by outputting an analog
voltage that is directly proportional to the total shortwave radiation from the sun. The SP-215
employs a silicon-cell photodiode that measures global shortwave radiation in the range of 350
nm to 1100 nm. However, this range only encompasses about 80% of total shortwave radiation.
As such, the silicon-cell pyranometer was calibrated to estimate the total shortwave radiation
across the entire solar spectrum. The accuracy of the measurements has been rated for ±5% with
a sensitivity of 4.0 mV per W m-2 [21].

Figure 3.8. Apogee SP-215 Pyranometer [21]
Maxim’s DS18B20 digital thermometer is an extremely compact sensor that communicates
over a 1-Wire bus, it requires only one data line for communication with a microcontroller. This
1-Wire bus also allows for multiple DS19B20s to function on the same bus, which can conserve
valuable real estate in projects requiring multiple temperature sensors. This sensor can measure
temperatures from -55°C to + 125°C with an accuracy of ±0.5°C in the range of -10°C to +
85°C. It can be powered with 3.0 to 5.5 V and consumes 0.75 μA during sleep mode and 1 mA
during active mode [22].

Figure 3.9. M axim DS18B20 Thermometer [22]
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The Sensirion SHT11, Bosch BMP085, and GlobalTop MTK3339 sensors all require external
circuitry in order to operate properly. As such, commercial-off-the-shelf breakout boards centered
around these sensors were selected for inclusion in the module. These breakout boards increased
the overall cost of hardware components included in the module but the allowed for more rapid
fabrication and assurance that the circuitry was wired correctly, resulting in a greater chance of
accurate data measurements and overall project success.
The Sensirion SHT11 breakout board was designed and manufactured by Sensirion, and
includes the SHT11 sensor along with circuitry for analog to digital conversion, signal processing,
and calibration against a known humidity source in a tiny footprint and at a relatively low cost.
The sensor can measure relative humidity from 0-100% with an accuracy of ±3%. Its powered by
a 3.3 V source and consumes 0.3 μA during sleep mode and 550 μA during active mode [23].

Figure 3.10. Sensirion SHT11 Humidity Sensor [23]
The Bosch BMP085 and the GlobalTop MTK3339 breakout boards were both designed and
manufactured by Adafruit Industries, Inc. The BMP085 breakout board features the surface
mount sensor soldered onto a printed circuit board (PCB) and conveniently coupled with a 3.3 V
regulator, I2C level shifter, and required pull-up resistors. Its powered with a source voltage in
the range of 3 V to 5 V and can measure barometric pressure in the range of 300-1100 hPa,
which corresponds to -500 m to 9000 m above sea level with an accuracy of ±0.2 hPa at 25°C
[24]. The MTK3339 breakout board features the MTK3339 GPS module with a built-in ceramic
patch antenna on top of the module surrounded by circuitry for an ultra-low dropout 3.3 V
regulator, 5 V level safe inputs, an ENABLE pin to allow for easy turn on or off of the module, a
footprint for a CR1220 coin cell battery for continuous powering of the sensor, and a status LED.
This sensor is powered with a source voltage in the range of 3 V to 4.3 V and consumes 20 mA
during sleep mode and 25 mA during active mode with an accuracy of less than 3 meters of error.
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Figure 3.11. Adafruit BM P085 Breakout Board [24]

Figure 3.12. Adafruit M TK339 Breakout Board [25]
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A summary of the environmental sensors included in the module design, their measurement
ranges, and accuracies can be seen in Table 3.3 below.
Table 3.3. Environmental Sensors Measurement Ranges and Accuracies
Sensor Type
Part Number
Measurement Range
Accuracy
Pyranometer

Apogee SP-215

350-1100 nm

±5%

Temperature

Maxim DS18B20

-55° to +125°C

±0.5°C

Relative Humidity

Sensiron SHT11

0-100% RH

±3% RH

Barometer

Bosch BMP085

300-1100 hPa

25°C: ±0.2 hPa

GPS

GlobalTop MTK3339

N/A

<3 meters

9.1.3

Xbee Transceivers

Bluetooth (over IEEE 802.15.1), ultra-wideband (over IEEE 802.15.3), ZigBee (over IEEE
802.15.4), and Wi-Fi (over IEEE 802.11) are four protocol standards for short-range wireless
communications with low power consumption. From an application standpoint, Bluetooth is best
suited for use in a cordless mouse, keyboard, and hands-free headset, ultra-wideband is best
suited for high-bandwidth multimedia links, ZigBee is designed for reliable wirelessly networked
monitoring and control networks, and Wi-Fi is directed at computer-to-computer connections as
an extension or substitution of cabled networks. As such, ZigBee communication protocols were
selected for relaying the collected environmental sensor data back to a server for aggregation and
analysis, and XBee transceivers were selected as the hardware to facilitate it. XBee radios,
designed by Digi, allows its users to create their own mesh network based on ZigBee
communication protocols. These transceivers operate at 2.4 GHz and offer a line-of-sight range of
up to 1 mile. They require a supply voltage in the range of 2.8 V to 3.4 V and consume 215 mA
while transmitting, 55 mA while receiving and <10	
  μA	
  while	
  in	
  sleep	
  mode	
  [26].	
  To	
  allow	
  for	
  
simple	
  integration	
  into	
  the	
  sensor	
  module,	
  a	
  SparkFun	
  XBee	
  Shield	
  was	
  employed,	
  which	
  allowed	
  the	
  
XBee	
  to	
  effortlessly	
  connect	
  to	
  the	
  Arduino	
  Uno	
  microcontroller	
  board	
  via	
  headers	
  [27].

Figure 3.13. Digi Xbee Series 2 Transceiver [26]
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Figure 3.14. Sparkfun Xbee Shield [27]
9.1.4

Power Management

Self-sufficiency of the sensor module was achieved through the employment of two 3.4 W PV
panels and a 6600 mAh Lithium Ion battery pack. These 6-volt, monocrystaline PV panels
designed by Voltaic Systems were rated for 17% efficiency [28, 29]. The PV panels and the
battery pack were connected via a charge controller circuit, whose job it was to draw the
maximum current possible from the PV panels at any light condition and store this charge in the
battery pack for later use [30]. To determine the adequate size for the power management
system, a roughly estimated power budget of all the components was analyzed.

Figure 3.15. Voltaic Systems 6 V, 3.4 W PV Panel [28]
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Figure 3.16. Adafruit Charge Controller Circuitry [29]

Figure 3.17. Adafruit Lithium Ion Battery Pack [30]
The charge controller circuit can charge at a maximum rate of 500 mA so, assuming an
average of 6 hours of full sunlight per day, this power management system can store 3000 mAh of
energy in the battery pack each day [31]. But, how long will this be able to power the entire
environmental sensor module? To determine this, the current consumption of each individual
component in the module was summed to determine the minimum and maximum current
consumptions as seen in Table 3.4 below. This means that on an average day of charge, the
sensor module can run with all its components on full power for 5.8 hours, or with all its
components in sleep mode, for 30.5 hours (1.3 days). If the battery pack were fully charged,
however, the sensor module would be able to run at maximum power for 12.8 hours, or 67.1
hours (2.8 days) in sleep mode.
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Table 3.4. Environmental Sensor Module Power Consumption

Component	
  Type	
  

Operating	
  Voltage	
  

	
  
Pyranometer	
  

	
  
5	
  V	
  

Thermometer	
  

Sleep	
  Mode	
  

Active	
  Mode	
  

0.3	
  mA	
  

0.3	
  mA	
  

5	
  V	
  

0.75	
  μA	
  

1	
  mA	
  

Humidity	
  

5	
  V	
  

0.3	
  μA	
  

550	
  μA	
  

Barometer	
  

3.3	
  V	
  

0.1	
  μA	
  

650	
  μA	
  

GPS	
  

3.3	
  V	
  

20	
  mA	
  

25	
  mA	
  

Transceiver	
  

3.3	
  V	
  

15	
  mA	
  

220	
  mA	
  

Microcontroller	
  

6	
  V	
  

63	
  mA	
  

270	
  mA	
  

Total	
  

98.3	
  mA	
  

517.5	
  mA	
  

	
  

9.2

Current	
  Consumption	
  

Sensor Module Design Rationale

The sensor module design was finalized based on the following design requirements: compact,
low-cost, quick fabrication time, easy to fabricate, maintains data integrity, protects electronics
from weather damage, allows for quick disassembly in the event of maintenance, reliable and
durable, and produces accurate data readings.
To meet the specified design requirements, the electronics in the module were packaged in a
stacked configuration, where individual sensor modules were stacked in layers on top of each
other, to achieve the most compact form possible. Then, individual component requirements for
ambient air exposure were taken into consideration. As such, and to ensure the integrity of the
data collected, the sensor housing features two main compartments: the ventilated compartment
and the body. Since the temperature, relative humidity, and barometric pressure sensors should
ideally be exposed directly to ambient conditions (rather than be fully enclosed in a housing that
may alter its measurements), a ventilated compartment was designed. This design allowed for air
to easily pass through this portion of the sensor module without allowing water to come into
contact with the sensors. Also, because these sensors were separated from the other components
in the module, the readings taken by these sensors wouldn’t be affected by heat generated by
these other components. To house the battery pack, microcontroller, transceivers, and GPS
components, a fully enclosed body compartment was designed. This ensured that these
components would have minimal contact with the elements to help increase the component’s
lifetime.
Taking into consideration that this design is an early prototype that will undergo many
revisions until it reaches its final form, the sensor module was designed to allow for quick
disassembly. That way, if a single component fails, that component could be quickly pulled out
and replaced with a new one without removing the whole module from its mounted location. This
was achieved through employing headers and jumper wires for all components and connections
(as opposed to soldering components together). Further, the sensor module was designed to be
held together with hex nuts; then, the enclosed body compartment could easily be accessed by
loosening hex nuts and removing the PV panel cover.
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Figure 3.18. Birdhouse Sensor M odule Design

9.3

Birdhouse Build

After the electronic components were connected in its stacked configuration, the sensor
housing dimensions were measured and the pieces were digitally laid out to be laser cut from a
plexiglass sheet. A white plexiglass sheet was chosen as the housing material for the sensor
module due to its nonconductive and reflective characteristics. The plexiglass pieces took
approximately five minutes for the laser cutter to produce.
The housing of the Birdhouse sensor module was fabricated using three types of materials –
plexiglass, hex nuts, and all-thread – and commonly found shop tools. First, a long piece of allthread was cut into four pieces identical in length. These served as the posts of the Birdhouse
sensors module and were mounted into the base piece. Next, a hex nut and a plexiglass piece
were threaded onto the posts to start the beginning of the ventilated compartment. By creating a
sandwich of plexiglass and hex nuts, the ventilated compartment was created. Then, the enclosed
body compartment of the module was created by gluing 4 pieces of plexiglass together. Finally,
the cover for the sensor module was created by mounting the PV panels to a hinge piece, and
securing the pyranometer sensor to the side of the PV panels. By moving the hex nuts up the allthread posts, the PV panels could be mounted at a smaller tilt angle, and vice versa. The total
fabrication time of the Birdhouse housing was estimated to be thirty minutes.
The total Birdhouse sensor module assembly took 1.5 hours and cost about $615 for the
initial unit. A breakdown of the module price can be seen in Table 3.5 on the next page, and a
picture of the fully assembled and deployed sensor module can be seen in Figure 3.19 on page 46.
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Table 3.5. Birdhouse Sensor Module Component Price List

Part	
  Type	
  

Price	
  

Vendor	
  

PV	
  Panels	
  

$89.90	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Charge	
  Controller	
  

$17.50	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Battery	
  Pack	
  

$29.50	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Thermometer	
  

$3.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Humidity	
  Sensor	
  

$35.00	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Barometer	
  

$19.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

GPS	
  

$49.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Pyranometer	
  

$235.00	
  

Apogee	
  Instruments	
  

Transceiver	
  

$31.95	
  

SparkFun	
  Electronics	
  

Transceiver	
  Shield	
  

$14.95	
  

SparkFun	
  Electronics	
  

Antenna	
  

$8.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Microcontroller	
  

$24.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Protoboard	
  

$2.95	
  

Adafruit	
  Industries	
  

Jumper	
  Wires	
  

$5.59	
  

RadioShack	
  

Hex	
  Nuts	
  

$2.46	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Plexiglass	
  

$16.98	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

All-‐thread	
  

$5.82	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Wood	
  Base	
  

$1.50	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Flashing	
  

$3.56	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Hinge	
  

$10.32	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Glue	
  

$3.97	
  

Home	
  Depot	
  

Total	
  

$614.70	
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Figure 3.19. Birdhouse Sensor M odule Deployed on Holmes Hall

10 Software Development
After the Birdhouse sensor module was fabricated and assembled, the software functionality
of the module was developed. The design and development of this part of the project was
primarily handled by James “Jimmy” Cumming and Adam Oberbeck. Software development
started first with the development of the main sections of the Arduino microcontroller, then
expanded to include the development of the wireless network protocols and the set up of the data
server.

10.1 Arduino Programming
Programming of the Arduino was accomplished through using the Arduino IDE and a
universal serial bus (USB) A to B cable. The initial software development was centered around
developing the code for testing the functionality of each individual component. As such, a
handful of small sketches were developed, each one testing if the individual sensor could take
accurate measurements at a specified sampling rate and correctly output data. Once the code for
controlling each component was developed, all the sketches were compiled together.

10.2 Data Collection
As a review, a point to point network typically features two nodes where one node engages in
unimpeded communication with another node. A star configuration refers to the network
topology in which there is a central node that engages in point to point, bidirectional
communication with outer nodes. All communication passes through the central node and the
other nodes do not communicate with each other. A mesh network configuration is one in which
any node communicates with any other node in the network. The value of a fully connected mesh
network is that if any single node fails, communication to its surrounding nodes will still be
possible. Further, if this mesh network can be designed to be dynamic, sensor nodes will then be
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able to seek out the fastest or least busy route to the base station to send its data packets
through. It would also be able to recognize and avoid obstructions in its communication path to
be able to reliably route its data packets back to the base station. To configure the wireless
topologies discussed, the transceivers in a network can be set for specific functions such as
coordinator, router, or end device. In this way, the responsibility of each node is easily
understood. The coordinator, whom there can only be one of, acts as the main node through
which all data is controlled and routed through. A router receives and sends data packets
through a network, effectively connecting the base station and an end device in the event that
they cannot reach each other. An end device is one that can receive data, usually in the form of
commands, but also orginates data packets. Unlike a router, which stays on at all times to search
for incoming data packets, an end device can be put to sleep to conserve power.

Figure 3.20. W ireless Network Topologies
As with other aspects of the Birdhouse sensor node, the wireless network setup was simplified
to include only the essential features for mission succcess. Therefore, instead of a dynamic mesh
network, the sensor nodes at the time the Birdhouse was developed were configured in a star
network. This meant that each sensor node communicated directly to the base station, or data
server, without communication with other nodes.
Wireless communication for the Birdhouse was accomplished via Xbee transceivers employing
Zigbee communication protocols, which is based on the 802.15.4 IEEE Standard. ZigBee
communication protocols provide for self-organized, multi-hop, and reliable mesh networking with
a long battery lifetime. The Xbee transceivers onboard the Birdhouse would retrieve data packets
from the Arduino UNO’s EEPROM and transmit them to the base station inside the SCEL for
unpacking and storing.
Data packets for the environmental data collected by the sensor nodes were compiled into a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data packet using American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) characters representing a set of data values at a single time instance. For
example, sensor node 544, which has been powered on for 242934985 milliseconds, measuring a
temperature of 47.3 Celsius, a pressure of 100957 Pascals, a battery voltage of 3.812 volts, a
panel voltage of 4.750 volts, and solar irradiance of 230 Watts/meter2 can be encoded using 162
bytes. The format was as follows:
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This format was appealing and practical because it could be easily constructed with string
concatenation on the sensor node side and easily parsed with any JSON deserialization funtion,
which unpacks data with arbitrarily nested structures, on the server side. On the sensor node
side, a sample code to construct the data packet was:

On the server side, unpacking the data could be done through directly deserializing the text
received from the Xbee transceivers as:

This process would leave a set of key-value pairs, which could then be accessed individually
or passed for storage to a database. The disadavantage of this approach was that the data
packets were large and variable in size. On average, these uncompressed and unencrypted data
packets were about 70-100 bytes per packet.
Initially, data packets of environmental data measurements were collected at a resolution of
four samples a second and sent immediately upon compilation into a data packet, but this was
found to consume excessive amounts of power. As such, the sampling rate was reduced to once
every fifteen seconds, or four measurements per minute and 5,760 measurements per day.
Captured data were organized and stored in the SCEL in a relational database (PostgreSQL) for
real-time viewing via a website interface which allows for minimal maintenance of the physical
module.

11 Data Analysis
In order to determine if the design of the Birdhouse module was successful, the data collected
from the module was analyzed for reliability, durability, and accuracy. The sensor module was
deployed on the roof of Holmes Hall during January of 2013 and remained on the rooftop for
about three months. Because of its short testing period, the long-term perfomance of the module
couldn’t be evaluated. But, during the time that it was deployed, it proved its reliability and
durability, even during heavy rains and wind. Sensor module battery health data over a week of
deployment, thus proving self-sufficiency, can be seen in the figure below.
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Figure 3.21. Battery Health from Sensor M odule Proving Self-Sufficiency
To confirm the accuracy of sensor module data readings, the temperature readings from the
Birdhouse were compared to those obtained by a professional temperature sensor mounted on top
of a solar photovoltaic array on the roof of Holmes Hall. A comparison of this data to the values
measured by the Birdhouse module shows that the temperature readings from the Birdhouse
module were accurate, consistently providing temperature readings within 5 degrees Celsius of
error and with a root-mean-square error of 2.04 degrees Celsius.
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Figure 3.22. Comparison of Sensor M odule Temperature Data Against Ambient
Temperature Data Collected by Green Holmes Hall Initiative Sensors
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12 Design Comparison
During the time in which the Birdhouse was being constructed and deployed on the Holmes
Hall roof, there were four other sensor module designs that were also deployed. These designs
included the electronic components in a “pancake” configuration in a sealed Ziploc bag, two variations
on a 3D printed housing design, and plexiglass housing. The Ziploc bag and plexiglass housing were
comparably effective; both housings were sufficiently weatherproof and allowed for the sensor node
electronics to operate properly. Both housings, however, were not adequately ventilated. So as moisture
built up inside the housings, they electronics became damaged and eventually stopped working. Contrarily,
the 3D printed housing designs had greater longevity. It allowed for some ventilation, so the moisture
wouldn’t damage the electronic components. But, because the housing mostly enclosed the electronics, the
temperature and humidity readings from these housing designs were higher than those recorded from the
Birdhouse node. Another problem that the 3D printed housing designs faced was a power shortage. The 3D
printed housings were not designed to accommodate two PV panels, so the nodes would regularly run out
of power during the night and turn on again during the mid-morning. Due to the success of the Birdhouse,
future iterations of the sensor node design done by the SCEL team employed some of the design concepts
that worked well [91].
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Chapter 4. Smart Water Heater
Project (REDR)
13 Motivation and Project Overview
13.1.1 Electric Water Heater Energy Consumption
In the U.S., residential consumption accounts for 37.4% of total electricity consumption, and
residential consumers generally pay the highest prices [50]. And, since peak residential electricity
consumption occurs during periods where renewable resources may not be readily available, this
sector represents an industry in need of innovation in energy efficiency measures. Within the
residential sector, electricity consumption for water heating account for 18% of a typical U.S.
residence’s electricity bill, and represents a potential target for innovative measures to be
employed [49].
	
  

	
  
Figure 4.1. U.S. Electric Industry Consumption Breakdown[50]
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Figure 4.2. Typical Residential Energy Consumption Breakdown [49]
13.1.2 Electric Water Heater Operation
Residential electric water heaters for single family homes in the United States are typically 40
gallons in capacity and powered by a 240 volt supply. Also, most conventional water heaters are
comprised of two heating elements, of which only one element will be on at a time, and a
thermostat. Assuming that the water heater has been off for a long period of time and all the
water in the water heater is cold, its basic operation will be as follows: the upper heating element
will heat the top layer of water to the prescribed thermostat setting. Then, when that
temperature has been reached, the upper heating element will turn off and the lower heating
element will turn on to heat the bottom portion of the tank to the setting of that thermostat.
When the lower layer of water reaches the desired temperature set by the thermostat, the tank is
full of hot water. When hot water is being used, however, cold water enters through the bottom
of the tank and remains there since it’s denser than the hotter water. As such, the water heater
can be divided into three sections, the upper layer of hot water, the mixing layer, and the lower
layer of cold water as seen in Figure 4.3 below [40].

Figure 4.3. Configuration of an Electric W ater Heater [40]
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13.1.3 Electric Water Heater Typical Load Profile
In a typical home, a water heater will consume about 12 kWh of electricity per day, but the
rate of consumption of electricity throughout the day is not constant, it can range from 0 to 50
kWh at varying points of the day. Collectively, water heaters follow a predictable daily pattern
[48]. Usage profiles have shown that the most popular times for hot water consumption don’t
coincide with typical times that renewable energy resources are available. As electricity
generation by renewable sources becomes more commonplace, it becomes imperative that energy
efficiency measures involving appliance intelligence, be developed.

	
  
Figure 4.4. Electric W ater Heater Daily Electricity Consumption Profile [48]

13.2 Project Goals
In support of Hawaii’s clean energy goals, the REDR lab was established to facilitate the
research and development of the integration of smart appliances into the electric grid to improve
energy efficiency, grid performance (stability and enabling , and user experience. The first
targeted appliance was the water heater. Since Hawaii has very little natural gas, electricity is
the primary means for heating water in homes, and is responsible for about one-seventh of the
islands’ peak electricity demand [41]. Additionally, if an innovative and effective means for
increasing energy efficiency and grid performance is developed, its mass adoption is more likely
with this appliance than others because water heaters have a 8-10% average annual turnover rate
[42].
The goals of the project were to determine methods to improve the energy efficiency of a
residential electric water heater and explore the viability of employing an electric water heater as
a mechanism for frequency response control. Improving the energy efficiency of the water heater
can be achieved through employing approximate dynamic programming algorithms to control the
appliance. Then, the water heater would be capable of learning the usage characteristics of the
household and tailor its heating cycles to more accurately meet the hot water demand. Frequency
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response control could be achieved through interfacing the water heater with power quality
monitors that can detect line frequency and turn the water heater on or off depending on the
needs of the grid.

14 Hardware Design
14.1 Water Heater
A 20 gallon capacity, 120 volt electric water heater with only one heating element was
employed as the target thermostatic load for implementing dynamic frequency control algorithms
on. As such, several assumptions and simplifications were made. First, it was assumed that the
water temperature in the target electric water heater was uniform. Next, the default control of
the water heater caused the heating element to turn on immediately after detecting a
temperature drop (or immediately after a water draw).

14.2 Sensors and Control
In order to be able to determine the effectiveness of control strategies developed, an electric
water heater was outfitted with temperature sensors, flow sensors, and a relay for on-off control.
Rather than employing a standard 40-gallon capacity water heater with two heating elements, a
20-gallon water heater with just one heating element was chosen to simplify the thermodynamic
modeling of the heat in the tank. Then, when the electric water heater is turned on, we can
assume the heating element in the water heater is also turned on, and vice versa.
The on-off function of the water heater was controlled by an AC solid-state relay. A
solid-state relay was chosen over a mechanical relay due to increased speed, a longer life, and
reduced electromagnetic interference. However, since solid-state relays produce a considerable
amount of heat, a heat sink was also installed. The relay was controlled by a Raspberry Pi, an
ARM-based single-board computer, to transmit data to the base server for data aggregation via
Wi-Fi. Also connected to the Raspberry Pi were three digital temperature sensors that lined the
sidewall of the water heater and a Hall effect flow sensor connected to the input of the water
heater. The DS18B20 temperature sensors utilize the Dallas Semiconductor’s 1-Wire protocol,
allowing them to be connected in parallel, using one port pin for communication. The flow sensor
featured an internally rotating wheel that pulses a Hall effect sensor; the rate of the pulses were
then plotted against and related to the volume of water in the input pipe. The output valve for
the water heater was controlled by a servo controlled by the Raspberry Pi. When the output
valve is opened, water flows into the water heater to maintain a constant water level in the tank.
In this way, the volume of water drawn from the output of the water heater can be determined
by the flow sensor on the input pipe. A block diagram of the physical hardware implementation
can be seen in Figure 4.5 on the next page.
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Figure 4.5. Hardware Implementation Block Diagram

15 Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP)
This portion of the project was spearheaded by Matthew Motoki, whom I assisted with some
of the research into prior art and hot water usage generation. With this basic research, Matthew
then went on to develop and apply dynamic programming strategies to achieve positive results
[93].

15.1 Prior Art
Currently, water heater timers are widely used but, these require the consumer to understand
their hot water usage patterns and set the timer in advance. In addition to understanding when
they use hot water, consumers must also understand what temperature they’d like to specify as
their desired setpoint. Strategies involving a timer and choosing a setpoint have been previously
studied [43].
Instead, we were interested in an open-loop strategy that could better minimize an objective
cost than a closed-loop consumer input schedule. In this regard, a linear programming (LP)
algorithm that minimizes the operating cost based on comfort constraints defined by the
consumer as an operating range, has previously been developed [44]. Also, research has been
previously conducted into employing ADP to optimize the electricity consumption of an entire
home and a cooling system [45, 46, 47].
A major difference between our research and that of previously conducted studies is that our
algorithms require the consumer to specify the tradeoff between comfort and savings, rather than
an operating range. This will allow for the temperature to drop below what is deemed
comfortable and provides for increased power savings when the cost of power is high and the
probability of hot water use is low (for time-of-use pricing scenarios). As opposed to optimization
of the entire household, optimizing a single appliance will allow for the benefits of deriving the
dynamics of a single system for more accurate results. And, the water heater is an ideal
candidate for algorithm implementation due to its lower and delayed comfort impact if it’s
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turned on or off at an undesirable time. The goal of this project was to develop ADP algorithms
to minimize the cost of operating a water heater while meeting hot water demand.

15.2 Usage Generation
Even though all of the hardware necessary to measure and record the hot water usage for a
household was installed in a residential water heater, time restraints prevented us from being
able to develop an adequate database to define a “typical” household’s hot water usage patterns.
As such, software packages capable of auto-generating residential hot water draws, namely
DHWcalc, were explored [94]. This program, however, was unable to be customized to output all
the data necessary for our algorithm development. So, we generated a survey and hot water
usage statistics were collected from a sample group of 60 individuals to fully understand the
varying hot water usage patterns across cultural and age demographics. The survey collected
data on the frequency, start time, duration, and preferred water temperature of the survey takers
and generated statistics of the mean and average range, or standard deviation. This data was
taken into consideration in considering realistic and unrealistic hot water usage events.

15.3 Results
Matthew’s research into the implementation of approximate dynamic programming strategies
produced meaningful results [93]. In regular operation, the daily power cost for a household’s hot
water usage was estimated to be $0.75 with no discomfort cost. Conversely, the time dependent
ADP algorithms were found to achieve an average daily power cost of $0.50 with a negligible
discomfort cost of 0.1℃ below the desired temperature per daily use. This translates into a yearly
savings of about $90, or 1/3 of water heater electricity consumption. It was found that the ADP
algorithms caused the water heater to turn on before peak uses, when the price of power was low,
resulting in lower costs.

	
  
Figure 4.6. Trade-off Curve Between Power Cost and Discomfort Level
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16 Frequency Response
16.1 Electric Power Grid Frequency Control
The main task of the electric power grid is to deliver electricity to its consumers in an
efficient and reliable manner. To achieve this goal, the frequency of the electric power system
must be strictly controlled. Large deviations from the established norm can have serious, negative
consequences on the stability of the grid [33].
The simplest electric power system can be modeled by a single electric generator and a load.
The electric generator spins to convert rotational kinetic energy into electric energy, which is
then supplied to the load. If power consumption in the load increases, then the extra energy
demand is supplied by the rotational inertia of the generator through a decrease of speed [33].
Consequently, the decrease in rotational speed causes a decrease in the system frequency because
the frequency of an electric generator is directly proportional to the rotational speed of its rotor,
as seen in Equation 1 below.
,

(1)

where is the frequency of the generator, is the number of magnetic poles in the alternator,
and is the rotational speed of the rotor measured in revolutions per minute (rpm). Thus, a
two-pole generator operating in the United States rotates at 3600 rpm to produce 60 Hz (3000
rpm for 50 Hz in other countries), and a four-pole generator rotates at 1800 rpm (1500 rpm for
50 Hz generation) [34].
The grid frequency, however, is never a fixed value, since it fluctuates in response to load
consumption; and, the allowable range in which the frequency can vary is very narrow, usually
on the order of ± 0.3 Hz or ± 30 rpm [34]. This is where the difficulty of grid stability and
reliability arises since, at any instant, if load consumption exceeds generation, frequency falls.
Vice versa, if generation exceeds load consumption, frequency rises [35].
16.1.1 Traditional Power Grid Frequency Response
Imbalances between the load consumption and electricity generation must be corrected within
seconds to avoid frequency deviations that threaten the stability and reliability of the electric
power grid [36]. To maintain the balance of the power system, system operators utilize generation
reserves and generators are consistently scheduled to over generate by a capacity factor of 20%
[37]. These include extra capacity of on line generators, back-up generators, and imports from
interconnected neighboring power systems [38]. If the addition of supplemental generation does
not correct a frequency drift, load shedding may be implemented [36]. Decreasing the load on the
electric power system will increase the rpms of the generator rotor and thus, increase the system
frequency. However, shedding too many loads will result in a frequency spike, driving an
oscillating behavior in the system frequency and resulting in additional load shedding and
interruptions by tripping underfrequency relays [36].
This historical approach to frequency response in the electric power grid needs to change to
address the changing landscape of the power system. For example, the number of conventional
electricity generation plants that have the capabilities of participating in frequency response is
projected to decrease as coal-fired plants are decommissioned and renewable energy generation
increases. Further, generation by renewable energy based technologies, such as wind farms, are
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intermittent and will contribute larger fluctuations to the load consumpetion and electricity
generation balance [36].
16.1.2 Smart Grid Frequency Response
The smart grid promises to better manage and respond to system faults, including frequency
response, while welcoming increased distributed electricity generation through demand side
management. This ever increasing trend towards renewable energy based, distributed electricity
generation, along with the aging utility infrastructure (namely, the generators), and advances in
information and communication technology, are paving the path for the widespread
implementation of demand side management [37]. Demand side management is a key componenet
of the smart grid and refers to the extensive selection of measures to improve the energy system
on the consumption or demand side, including the implementation of appliance control
algorithms for maximizing efficiency and distributed spinning reserves [39].
Additionally, unlike the traditional grid, sensor placement throughout the electric power grid
will allow the utility to detect disturbances more quickly, and two-way communication between
the operator and the grid components will allow the utility to correct small disturbances before
they become unmanageable [38]. To assist with this, thermostatic loads can be configured as
dynamic frequency control reserves.

16.2 Thermostatic Loads
Thermostatic loads are loads that convert electricity into thermal energy and are operated by
a thermostat. They include air conditioners, space heaters, refrigerators, coffee makers, dryers,
dishwashers, washing machines, freezers, and electric water heaters [38].
16.2.1 Frequency Control with Thermostatic Loads
The selection criteria for thermostatic loads suitable for use as a frequency control reserve
includes its ability to be disconnected for a duration of time without significant negative effects
to the appliance or the customer, and stable energy consumption for a prolonged period of time
[38]. As such, the electric water heater was chosen as the target thermostatic load for
implementing frequency control reserve measures. Then, in the event of a system frequency dip,
the water heater can turn itself off until the system frequency rises to a more stable value and,
conversely, the water heater can turn intself on in the event of a system frequency spike [38].
Additionally, through learning about the hot water usage patterns of the users being served
by the electric water heater, control algorithms can then be identified to minimize the impact on
the end users. For example, if the water heater learns that after two showers in the morning, the
users won’t require any additional hot water until the late afternoon, the water heater can then
be employed to focus solely on frequency response and turn on and off as required to maintain a
healthy system frequency [40].

16.3 Frequency Control using Thermostatic Loads
16.3.1 Prior Art
Currently, there are no readily available commercial products on the market for the
implementation of frequency regulation of the grid via an electric water heater. There are,
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however, several emerging technologies that are looking to become commercially available in the
near future.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is
developing the Grid Friendly™ Water Heater Controller, which is a device that can be retrofitted
to work with current, existing water heaters to allow them to connect to the smart grid and
participate in frequency regulation and load shifting [52]. This patented technology has been
successfully prototyped, operated for prolonged periods in a laboratory setting, and field tested
on over 50 water heaters over a year-long period. Currently, they are pursuing licensing deals and
working with appliance manufacturers to use their technology in demonstration projects, so we
can expect to see these devices on the market in the near future [52].

Figure 4.7. Grid Friendly™ W ater Heater Controller [52]
Steffes Corporation. Steffes Corporation has developed a “grid-interactive renewable water
heater”, corresponding controller for the water heater, and graphical user interface for relaying
information to its customers [53]. Its core, patented technology is centered around the concept of
“dynamic dispatch”, a method for storing intermittent wind and solar energy in domestic
thermostatic loads. Through more than two dozen grid projects, including Canada’s PowerShift
Atlantic and a pilot project in Hawaii, Steffes Corporation has successfully proven the
effectiveness of aggregating lots of heating units to respond to frequency regulation signals that
require hundreds of units to turn up and down together, as a whole.
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Figure 4.8. Grid-Interactive W ater Heater [53]
Sequentric Energy Systems. Sequentric Energy Systems, like Steffes Corporation, has
developed a “variable-capacity grid interactive water heater”, corresponding controller, and
graphical user interface [95]. Similar to the Steffes Corporation, they are also pursuing licensing
deals and have engaged in field tests with positive results. Their water heater, however, reserves
one-third of its capacity for control by the utility. This would allow for the utility to employ
residential water heaters as a form of energy storage for the grid without requiring the
homeowner to cooperate with any requests for bringing the water heater on or offline at any
given moment.
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Figure 4.9. Variable-capacity Grid Interactive W ater Heater [95]

16.3.2 Hardware Implementation
Zero crossing solid state relay. In order to implement frequency regulation strategies via an
electric water heater, the water heater must be capable of rapidly and frequently turning on and
off as needed. This can be achieved with a solid state relay, as previously described in the
laboratory hardware setup of the REDR water heater. Since a water heater load is resistive, a
zero crossing relay is recommended [96]. A zero crossing relay is one that turns on and lets
current through when the voltage waveform crosses zero. Contrarily, a random turn-on relay
immediately opens when activated, and is best used to control inductive loads. Additional
specifications that should be taken into consideration when choosing a solid state relay are
maximum load voltage, average load current, and maximum surge current. In our case, the water
heater that we’ve employed is the GE20P06SAG which has a maximum load voltage of 120V, an
average load current of 16.7A (2000W/120V), and a maximum surge current of 16.7A (1x
multiplier for heater loads) [96, 97].
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Figure 4.10. Zero Crossing and Random Turn-on Relay Comparison [96]
Zero cross detector. Frequency can be calculated by Equation 2 below.
!

                                                                                                                                                                      𝑓 =    ,
!

(2)

where 𝑓 is the line frequency in hertz (Hz) and 𝑇 is the period of the zero cross detector in
seconds (s). A zero cross detector, such as the Atmel AVR182, can be employed in the
configuration seen below [99].

Figure 4.11. Zero Cross Detector M easurement Schematic [99]
In this configuration, the zero cross detector will read the line voltage and push pin PB0 high
for a short period of time at each negative edge zero crossing, as seen in Figure 4.12 on the next
page. With these 0.5V spikes, we can then time the period of the system and compute its
frequency.
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Figure 4.12. Zero Cross Detector Input and Output [99]
Clock or timer. Since an accurate frequency measurement is dependent on an accurate
measurement of the line voltage period, a clock that can accurately record and report times as
quick as 16 ms should be employed.
Temperature sensors. Multiple waterproof temperature sensors should be placed along the
side of the water heater tank in order to gain a beter understanding of the state of the water
heater and its average temperature across the entire module. The temperature sensors should be
able to accurately measure temperatures up to 155°F, which is the recommended maximum
temperature limit in order to reduce the risk of burns [97].
Microcontroller. A microcontroller should be employed to act as the brains and controller for
the system. As in the case of the Birdhouse sensor module, an Arduino microcontroller is
sufficiently capable of handling the computations necessary to derive the line frequency and
determine the correct course of action for the water heater.
16.3.3 Water Heater Control for Frequency Stability
Since frequency is a measure of how well load matches generation, it is constantly fluctuating
as users turn on and off electrical devices. Frequency fluctuations within 60Hz ± 0.03Hz have
been defined as “normal” frequency deviations [100]. Any larger deviations result in underfrequency or over-frequency events; these are the events that we are focusing on ameliorating
with the use of water heaters. As mentioned earlier, frequency can be corrected by bringing a
load online (in the event of an over-frequency event), or taking a load offline (in an underfrequency event). But, it is important to note that it is dangerous for a water heater to heat
water above 155°F, so that will be out maximum temperature setpoint [97]. Then, a simple
control algorithm could like that in Figure 4.13 on the next page.
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Figure 4.13. W ater Heater Control for Frequency Stability
16.3.4 Analysis
According to HECO, the maximum spinning reserve to sustain the worst sub-hourly event in
each hour of the year as well as to ride the system through forecast error or uncertainty is
239MW during the day and 104MW during the night [100]. Since the water heater employed in
this research project consumes 2000W when it’s on, an estimated 119,500 water heaters would be
required to fulfill the responsibility of HECO’s current spinning reserves. However, because the
water heater our project used was a 20 gallon water heater, which is half the size of a typical
household, perhaps only 59,750 water heaters would need to be employed to replace the current
spinning reserves. Further, HECO’s minimum spinning reserve requirement is just 32MW during
the day and night which translates to employing 16,000 smaller (20 gallon water) heaters, or
8,000 full-size (40 gallon) water heaters [100].

Figure 4.14. HECO Best and W orst Case Spinning Reserve Requirement [100]
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Chapter 5. Conclusions and Future
Directions
17 Rooftop, Meteorological Sensor Node (SCEL)
The Birdhouse environmental sensor module successfully served as an initial prototype from
which improved designs could evolve; it proved the viability of a student-made environmental
sensor module and wireless sensor network for mass deployment across campus rooftops [92].
Future work for improvement includes the integration of additional environmental sensors, such
as an anemometer, which could eventually lead to wind resource forecasting to assist in the
integration of wind turbines into the electric power grid. The overall cost of the Birdhouse sensor
module was $614.70 and took about an hour and a half to fabricate and assemble, this is too
costly and takes too much time to be viable as a solution for mass deployment. As such, future
work needs to be done to further streamline the electronic components. This can most easily be
done by opting for designing the circuitry for the commercial-off-the-shelf boards in-house, rather
than opting for purchasing breakout boards; all of the components discussed, with the exception
of the thermometer and XBee transceivers, can be reduced down to a more simplified design with
less components, to produce dramatic cost savings for the sensor module design. Another avenue
for cost savings could come in the form of in-house sensor design, namely the pyranometer. This
sensor cost a whopping $235.00 each, if the project team could design their own pyranometer
sensor with comparable accuracy, this could reduce the cost of each sensor module significantly.
Other recommended improvements to the project include developing methods and plans for
conducting periodic calibrations of the environmental sensors and integrating building data with
the sensor data. During the deployment of the Birdhouse sensor module, data was collected from
the onboard environmental sensors. This data, however, may or may not have been accurate.
Although the sensor modules were fully calibrated at the time it was manufactured, there’s no
way of confirming its accuracy after being deployed in the field for a period of time. As such,
future steps should be taken to obtain an environmental testing chamber in which multiple
sensor modules can take measurements to compare to the set environmental parameters such as
temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, and possibly even solar radiation. This would
greatly improve the credibility of the recorded data and ensure that the integrity of the data
doesn’t unknowingly degrade over time. Also, the project team should take future steps to
integrate building sensors with the environmental data collected from the sensor modules. For
example, if temperature sensors can take measurements from the inside and rooftop of a building,
perhaps there is a way to determine scenarios under which the air conditioning chillers can be
periodically turned off to conserve energy.
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18 Smart Residential Water Heater (REDR)
Since water heaters contribute to a significant share of a typical household’s electric bill and
one-seventh of the island’s peak electric consumption, they represent a lucrative target for the
implementation of energy efficiency measures. A residential, electric water heater was outfitted
with temperature and flow sensors, along with a Raspberry Pi computer, solid state relay, and
valve control in order to reproduce hot water draws in our laboratory environment. In the future,
once hot water usage patterns for a “typical” household are established, these hot water draws
should be mimicked, and the temperature of the heater throughout the day should be recorded.
This will allow for a more accurate understanding of how power is consumed and how
temperature fluctuates in a water tank.
In addition to hardware development, research led by Matthew Motoki into ADP algorithms
yielded promising results. Matthew found that, in comparison to the regular electric water heater,
the ADP algorithms were found to reduce energy consumption of two-person household, electric
water heater by 1/3, or $90 a year, without causing significant discomfort to the users. In
addition to the obvious cost and energy savings, the widespread implementation of ADP
algorithms with water heaters could assist the electric utility in smoothing their load profiles.
Then, instead of a large peak during the evening hours when the majority of water heater
demand occurs, the water heaters could spread out their energy consumption to assist in
smoothing the overall load profile for the utility.
Future work should include the incorporation of solar water heating into the model. This
work could potentially link to research being conducted by the SCEL since developing a model
with solar water heating could require the inclusion of solar irradiance measurements and
forecasting. Also, future studies should be conducted into the potential impact of widespread
adoption of ADP-enabled water heaters across the electric grid.
Since frequency is a large component of grid stability, research was also conducted into the
feasibility of employing electric water heaters as a means of frequency response. The electric
water heater is an ideal choice for implementation since it can easily be taken on or offline with
only negligible negative impacts to the user. Then, in the event of a system frequency dip, the
water heater can turn itself off until the system frequency rises to a more stable value and
conversely, the water heater can turn intself on in the event of a system frequency spike. This
has the potential to allow the grid to accept more distributed renewable energy generation
because the system could potentially correct any load-generation imbalances quickly. Future
work needs to be conducted into configuring the hardware for measuring line frequency and
writing algorithms for the control of a water heater based on frequency measurements. Additional
research also needs to be conducted into the management of widespread adoption of these
systems since suddenly taking a large number of water heater offline or online quickly could
potentially exacerbate the stability problem rather than help.
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Appendix A. The Birdhouse Sensor
Node Code (SCEL)
#include <Wire.h>
#include <Adafruit_BMP085.h>
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
#include <XBee.h>
#include <Adafruit_GPS.h>
#include <Time.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <EEPROM.h>
Adafruit_BMP085 bmp085;
SoftwareSerial xbee_softserial(2, 3);
XBee xbee = XBee();
XBeeAddress64 addr64 = XBeeAddress64(0, 0);
SoftwareSerial mySerial(5, 4);
// rx, tx
Adafruit_GPS gps(&mySerial);
uint8_t rf_payload[243];
// Read the address from the EEProm
long address = EEPROM.read(2) | (EEPROM.read(3)<<8);
typedef struct
{
uint16_t schema;
uint16_t address;
uint32_t uptime_ms;
uint8_t n;
uint16_t batt_mv[15];
uint16_t panel_mv[15];
uint32_t bmp085_press_pa;
int16_t bmp085_temp_decic;
uint16_t humidity_centi_pct;
uint16_t apogee_w_m2[60];
uint8_t gps_valid_sats;
uint8_t gps_year;
uint8_t gps_month;
uint8_t gps_day;
uint8_t gps_hour;
uint8_t gps_minute;
uint8_t gps_second;
int32_t gps_lat;
int32_t gps_lon;
int32_t gps_elev;
// number of data points in packet 0..30
} schema_1;
schema_1 packet;
unsigned long timer_ms = millis();
unsigned long transmit_ms = 0;
unsigned long sample_ms = 0;
unsigned long sleep_ms = 250;
unsigned long sample_interval_ms = 1000;
unsigned long transmit_hold_ms = 5000;
void setup()
{
xbee_softserial.begin(9600);
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xbee.begin(xbee_softserial);
gps.begin(9600);
gps.sendCommand(PMTK_SET_NMEA_OUTPUT_RMCGGA);
gps.sendCommand(PMTK_SET_NMEA_UPDATE_1HZ);
bmp085.begin();
clear_packet();
packet.gps_valid_sats = 0;
// replaces Adafruit_GPS "useInterrupt" shenanigans
OCR0A = 0xAF;
TIMSK0 |= _BV(OCIE0A);
}
// replaces Adafruit_GPS "useInterrupt" shenanigans
SIGNAL(TIMER0_COMPA_vect)
{
char c = gps.read();
}
void loop()
{
if (gps.newNMEAreceived() && gps.parse(gps.lastNMEA()) && gps.fix)
{
if (packet.gps_valid_sats == 0)
{
packet.gps_valid_sats = gps.satellites;
packet.gps_year = gps.year;
packet.gps_month = gps.month;
packet.gps_day = gps.day;
packet.gps_hour = gps.hour;
packet.gps_minute = gps.minute;
packet.gps_second = gps.seconds;
packet.gps_lat = gps.latitude * 1e6;
packet.gps_lon = gps.longitude * 1e6;
packet.gps_elev = gps.altitude;
}
// Resynchronize onboard time from GPS. Don't sync time
// *backwards* -- this happens when GPS loses & regains
// power. However, allow the clock to be scooted backwards up
// to six minutes, which is what I expect the Arduino to gain
// per day worst case.
tmElements_t tm;
tm.Hour = gps.hour; tm.Minute = gps.minute; tm.Second = gps.seconds;
tm.Year = gps.year; tm.Month = gps.month; tm.Day = gps.day;

if (makeTime(tm) > min(now(), now() - 360)) // now() could be 0
{
setTime(gps.hour, gps.minute, gps.seconds,
gps.day, gps.month, gps.year);
}
}
// Cheesy timer wrap-around handling
if (timer_ms > millis())
{
timer_ms = millis();
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transmit_ms = timer_ms;
sample_ms = timer_ms;
}
if (millis() >= (timer_ms/sleep_ms)*sleep_ms + sleep_ms)
{
timer_ms = millis();
// fixme: fixed 1s sampling rate tied to 250ms sleep
if (timer_ms > sample_ms + 800)
{
sample_ms = timer_ms;
sample();
//transmit();
}
if (now() % 60 == 0 &&
{
timer_ms > transmit_ms + transmit_hold_ms)
transmit_ms = timer_ms;
transmit();
clear_packet();
}
void sample()
{
if (packet.n < 60)
{
int n = packet.n;
packet.uptime_ms = millis();
int i; float batt_mv_raw = 0, panel_mv_raw = 0, apogee_raw = 0;
for (i = 0; i < 10; i += 1)
{
batt_mv_raw += analogRead(0)*5000.0/1023;
panel_mv_raw += 2*analogRead(1)*5000.0/1023;
apogee_raw += analogRead(2)*5000.0/1023*0.25;
}
packet.batt_mv[n/4] = batt_mv_raw/10.0;
packet.panel_mv[n/4] = panel_mv_raw/10.0;
packet.bmp085_press_pa = bmp085.readPressure();
packet.bmp085_temp_decic = bmp085.readTemperature()*10;
packet.apogee_w_m2[n] = apogee_raw/10.0;
packet.n += 1;
}
}
void transmit()
{
memset(rf_payload, '\0', sizeof(rf_payload));
memcpy(rf_payload, &packet, sizeof(packet));
ZBTxRequest zbTx = ZBTxRequest(addr64, rf_payload, sizeof(packet));
xbee.send(zbTx);
}
void clear_packet()
{
packet.schema = 1;
packet.address = address;
packet.uptime_ms = 0;
packet.gps_valid_sats = 0;
packet.n = 0;
packet.bmp085_press_pa = 0;
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packet.bmp085_temp_decic = 0;
packet.humidity_centi_pct = 0;
int i;
for (i = 0; i < 60; i += 1)
{
packet.batt_mv[i/4] = 0;
packet.panel_mv[i/4] = 0;
packet.apogee_w_m2[i] = 0;
}
}
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Appendix B. Server Receiver Code
(SCEL)
#!/usr/bin/env python
from xbee import ZigBee
from serial import Serial
import psycopg2
import json
import sys
import time
import decode
time_fmt = '%FT%T %z'
try:
ser = Serial(sys.argv[1], 9600)
except IndexError:
ser = Serial('/dev/ttyUSB0', 9600)
xbee = ZigBee(ser, escaped=True)
conn = psycopg2.connect(host="localhost", port="5432")
cur = conn.cursor()
print time.strftime(time_fmt),
print "starting..."
while True:
try:
rf_data = xbee.wait_read_frame()['rf_data']
try:
cur.execute('BEGIN;')
for t in decode.decode(rf_data):
cur.execute(decode.create_query(t), t['values'])
cur.execute('COMMIT;')
except Exception, e:
cur.execute('ROLLBACK;')
cur.execute('BEGIN;')
cur.execute(
'''INSERT INTO outdoor_env_unrecognized (db_time,
rf_data,
exception) VALUES (now(), %s, %s);''',
[buffer(rf_data), str(sys.exc_info()[0]) + ': ' +
str(e)])
cur.execute('COMMIT;')
continue
except:
print time.strftime(time_fmt),
print "stopping!"
ser.close()
cur.close()
conn.close()
raise
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Appendix C. Server Decoder Code
(SCEL)
#!/usr/bin/env python
import json
import re
import struct
invalid_id_pattern = re.compile('[^0-9A-Za-z_]')
def decode_json(s):
return [{'time_offset_s': 0,
'values': json.loads(s)}]
def unpack_1(s):
struct_fmt = '<HHIB' + 'H'*15 + 'H'*15 + 'IhH' + 'h'*60 + 'BBBBBBBiii'
values_list = struct.unpack(struct_fmt, s)
values = {}
for key, start, end in [('schema', 0, 1),
('address', 1, 2),
('uptime_ms', 2, 3),
('n', 3, 4),
('batt_mv', 4, 19),
('panel_mv', 19, 34),
('bmp085_press_pa', 34, 35),
('bmp085_temp_decic', 35, 36),
('humidity_centi_pct', 36, 37),
('apogee_w_m2', 37, 97),
('gps_valid_sats', 97, 98),
('gps_year', 98, 99),
('gps_month', 99, 100),
('gps_day', 100, 101),
('gps_hour', 101, 102),
('gps_minute', 102, 103),
('gps_second', 103, 104),
('gps_lat', 104, 105),
('gps_lon', 105, 106),
('gps_elev', 106, 107)
]:
values[key] = values_list[start:end]
if len(values[key]) == 1:
values[key] = values[key][0]
return values
def decode_1(s):
p = unpack_1(s)
time_series = []
n = p['n']
# number of data points in this packet 1..60
for i in xrange(n-1, -1, -1):
query_values = {'address': p['address']}
# values included in the *last* sample of a packet
if i == n-1:
query_values['uptime_ms'] = p['uptime_ms']
query_values['bmp085_press_pa'] = p['bmp085_press_pa']
query_values['bmp085_temp_decic'] = p['bmp085_temp_decic']
query_values['humidity_centi_pct'] = p['humidity_centi_pct']
# subtract n - i - 1 from now() to get this datum's db_time
# offset that will be used in the insertion query
time_offset_s = -(n - i - 1)
# values included in *every* sample of a packet
query_values['apogee_w_m2'] = p['apogee_w_m2'][i]
# values included every couple samples of a packet
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if (i+1) % 4 == 0 or i == n-1:
query_values['batt_mv'] = p['batt_mv'][i/4]
query_values['panel_mv'] = p['panel_mv'][i/4]
time_series.append({'time_offset_s': time_offset_s,
'values': query_values})
return time_series
def decode_0(s):
struct_fmt = '<HHLhLHHHH'
values_list = struct.unpack(struct_fmt, s)
values = {}
for key, offset in [('address', 1),
('uptime_ms', 2),
('bmp085_temp_decic', 3),
('bmp085_press_pa', 4),
('batt_mv', 5),
('panel_mv', 6),
('apogee_mv', 7),
('apogee_w_m2', 8)
]:
values[key] = values_list[offset]
return [{'time_offset_s': 0,
'values': values}]
def create_query(v):
columns = sorted(v['values'].keys())
for c in columns:
if re.search(invalid_id_pattern, c):
raise ValueError, 'column name contains invalid character(s): '
+ c
column_names = ', '.join(columns)
placeholders = ', '.join(['%(' + x + ')s' for x in columns])
return '''INSERT INTO outdoor_env (db_time, %s)
VALUES (now() + '%s seconds'::interval, %s)''' % \
(column_names, v['time_offset_s'], placeholders)
decoders = {
8827: decode_json,
0: decode_0,
1: decode_1
}
def decode(rf_data):
schema = struct.unpack('<H', rf_data[0:2])[0]
try:
f = decoders[schema]
except KeyError:
raise ValueError, 'unrecognized schema: ' + str(schema)
return f(rf_data)
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Appendix D. Server Website
Generation Code (SCEL)
#!/bin/bash
export PGHOST=localhost
export PGPORT=5432
export PGUSER=sensornet
export PGDATABASE=sensing_monitoring
psql -c "\copy (SELECT address, round_time_5min(db_time) AS db_time_5min,
count(
*) AS n, min(bmp085_temp_decic) AS min_bmp085_temp_decic,
avg(bmp085_temp_decic)
::integer AS avg_bmp085_temp_decic, max(bmp085_temp_decic) AS
max_bmp085_temp_de
cic, min(bmp085_press_pa) AS min_bmp085_press_pa,
avg(bmp085_press_pa)::integer
AS avg_bmp085_press_pa, max(bmp085_press_pa) AS max_bmp085_press_pa,
min(batt_mv
) AS min_batt_mv, avg(batt_mv)::integer AS avg_batt_mv, max(batt_mv) AS
max_batt
_mv, min(panel_mv) AS min_panel_mv, avg(panel_mv)::integer AS avg_panel_mv,
max(
panel_mv) AS max_panel_mv, min(uptime_ms) AS min_uptime_ms,
avg(uptime_ms)::inte
ger AS avg_uptime_ms, max(uptime_ms) AS max_uptime_ms, min(apogee_w_m2) AS
min_a
pogee_w_m2, avg(apogee_w_m2)::integer AS avg_apogee_w_m2, max(apogee_w_m2)
AS ma
x_apogee_w_m2 FROM outdoor_env WHERE db_time > now() - '24 hours'::interval
GROU
P BY address, round_time_5min(db_time) ORDER BY db_time_5min) to
results_today.c
sv.new csv header" &
psql -c "\copy (select * from outdoor_env_5min) to results_all.csv.new csv
heade
r" &
psql -c "\copy (SELECT address, round_time_5min(db_time) AS db_time_5min,
count(
*) AS n, min(bmp085_temp_decic) AS min_bmp085_temp_decic,
avg(bmp085_temp_decic)
::integer AS avg_bmp085_temp_decic, max(bmp085_temp_decic) AS
max_bmp085_temp_de
cic, min(bmp085_press_pa) AS min_bmp085_press_pa,
avg(bmp085_press_pa)::integer
AS avg_bmp085_press_pa, max(bmp085_press_pa) AS max_bmp085_press_pa,
min(batt_mv
) AS min_batt_mv, avg(batt_mv)::integer AS avg_batt_mv, max(batt_mv) AS
max_batt
_mv, min(panel_mv) AS min_panel_mv, avg(panel_mv)::integer AS avg_panel_mv,
max(
panel_mv) AS max_panel_mv, min(uptime_ms) AS min_uptime_ms,
avg(uptime_ms)::inte
ger AS avg_uptime_ms, max(uptime_ms) AS max_uptime_ms, min(apogee_w_m2) AS
min_a
pogee_w_m2, avg(apogee_w_m2)::integer AS avg_apogee_w_m2, max(apogee_w_m2)
AS ma
x_apogee_w_m2 FROM outdoor_env WHERE db_time > now() - '7 days'::interval
GROUP
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BY address, round_time_5min(db_time) ORDER BY db_time_5min) to
results_week.csv.
new csv header" &
psql --html -c "select address, date_trunc('hour', db_time) as db_hr,
count(*) a
s n, round(max(uptime_ms)::numeric/1000/3600, 2) as max_uptime_hr,
avg(bmp085_te
mp_decic)::integer as avg_temp, avg(bmp085_press_pa)::integer as avg_press,
avg(
batt_mv)::integer as avg_batt, avg(panel_mv)::integer as avg_panel,
avg(apogee_w
_m2)::integer as avg_apogee_w_m2 from outdoor_env where db_time > now() '12 ho
urs'::interval group by address, db_hr order by address, db_hr desc;" >
summary_
table.html &
psql -c '\copy outdoor_env to outdoor_env.csv.new csv header' &
wait
for f in *.csv.new; do mv "$f" "${f%.new}"; done
# Pick out the unique device addresses in a CSV read on stdin. (Keeps
# each first field seen starting at the second record [to skip the
# header] in an associative array d, then prints out each key k.)
# Likely will fail if the first field contains whitespace.
addresses=$(awk -F, '{if (NR > 1) d[$1]++} END {for (k in d) printf "%s ",
k}' <
results_all.csv)
gnuplot_options='
set datafile separator ","
set xdata time
set timefmt "%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S-10"
set format x "%Y-%m-%d\n%H:%M"
set style data lines
set key bottom right
set terminal png size 1400,800
'
gnuplot << __EOF__ &
$gnuplot_options
set title "Sensor temperatures, all time."
set ylabel "temperature (dC)"
set output "all_temps.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",'
titl
e "node ".f
set title "Sensor pressures, all time."
set ylabel "pressure (Pa)"
set output "all_press.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",'
titl
e "node ".f
set title "Sensor battery voltages, all time."
set ylabel "battery voltage (mV)"
set output "all_batt.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",'
2:11 tit
le "node ".f
set title "Sensor panel voltages, all time."
set ylabel "panel voltage (mV)"
set output "all_panels.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",'
2:14 tit
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results_all.csv" using 2:5

results_all.csv" using 2:8

results_all.csv" using

results_all.csv" using

le "node ".f
set title "Solar irradiance, all time."
set ylabel "irradiance (w/m^2)"
set output "all_irrad.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_all.csv" using
2:20 tit
le "node ".f
__EOF__
gnuplot << __EOF__ &
$gnuplot_options
set title "Sensor temperatures, past 24 hours."
set ylabel "temperature (dC)"
set output "today_temps.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_today.csv" using
2:5 ti
tle "node ".f
set title "Sensor pressures, past 24 hours."
set ylabel "pressure (Pa)"
set output "today_press.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_today.csv" using
2:8 ti
tle "node ".f
set title "Sensor battery voltages, past 24 hours."
set ylabel "battery voltage (mV)"
set output "today_batt.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_today.csv" using
2:11 t
itle "node ".f
set title "Sensor panel voltages, past 24 hours."
set ylabel "panel voltage (mV)"
set output "today_panels.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_today.csv" using
2:14 title "node ".f
set title "Solar irradiance, past 24 hours."
set ylabel "irradiance (w/m^2)"
set output "today_irrad.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_today.csv" using
2:20 t
itle "node ".f
__EOF__
gnuplot << __EOF__ &
$gnuplot_options
set title "Sensor temperatures, past week."
set ylabel "temperature (dC)"
set output "week_temps.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_week.csv" using
2:5 tit
le "node ".f
set title "Sensor pressures, past week."
set ylabel "pressure (Pa)"
set output "week_press.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_week.csv" using
2:8 tit
le "node ".f
set title "Sensor battery voltages, past week."
set ylabel "battery voltage (mV)"
set output "week_batt.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_week.csv" using
2:11 ti
tle "node ".f
set title "Sensor panel voltages, past week."
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set ylabel "panel voltage (mV)"
set output "week_panels.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_week.csv" using
2:14 ti
tle "node ".f
set title "Solar irradiance, past week."
set ylabel "irradiance (w/m^2)"
set output "week_irrad.png.new"
plot for [f in "${addresses}"] "< grep '^".f.",' results_week.csv" using
2:20 ti
tle "node ".f
__EOF__
wait
for f in *.png.new; do mv "$f" "${f%.new}"; done
(
echo "<html>"
echo "<p>$(date). Each graph shows average readings over each 5-minute
inter
val. Sample period about 15 seconds.<br>"
echo "<ul>"
for f in *.csv; do
echo " <li><a href=\"${f}\">${f}</a> ($(stat -c %s "${f}") bytes)</li>"
done
echo "</ul>"
for f in today_*.png week_*.png all_*.png; do
echo " <a href=\"${f}\"><img src=\"${f}\"></a><br>"
done
cat summary_table.html
echo "<a href=\"generate-web-graphs.sh\">code</a>"
echo "</html>"
) > index.html.new
mv index.html.new index.html
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Appendix E. Server Database Schema
(SCEL)
--- PostgreSQL database dump
-SET statement_timeout = 0;
SET client_encoding = 'UTF8';
SET standard_conforming_strings = on;
SET check_function_bodies = false;
SET client_min_messages = warning;
--- Name: plpgsql; Type: EXTENSION; Schema: -; Owner: -CREATE EXTENSION IF NOT EXISTS plpgsql WITH SCHEMA pg_catalog;
--- Name: EXTENSION plpgsql; Type: COMMENT; Schema: -; Owner: -COMMENT ON EXTENSION plpgsql IS 'PL/pgSQL procedural language';
SET search_path = public, pg_catalog;
--- Name: round_time_5min(timestamp with time zone); Type: FUNCTION; Schema:
publ
ic; Owner: -CREATE FUNCTION round_time_5min(timestamp with time zone) RETURNS
timestamp with
time zone
LANGUAGE sql
AS $_$ select date_trunc('hour', $1) + '1 minute'::interval * 5 *
round(date
_part('minute', $1) / 5.0); $_$;
SET default_tablespace = '';
SET default_with_oids = false;
--- Name: greenbox; Type: TABLE; Schema: public; Owner: -; Tablespace:
-CREATE TABLE greenbox (
addr integer NOT NULL,
db_time timestamp with time zone NOT NULL,
up_ms integer,
bmp_c integer,
bmp_pa integer,
sht_pct integer,
ds20_c integer,
tsl_m2 integer,
solar_v integer,
shunt_mv integer,
solar_ma integer,
batt_v integer,
batt_mv integer,
batt_ma integer
); --- Name: outdoor_env; Type: TABLE; Schema: public; Owner: -; Tablespace:
-CREATE TABLE outdoor_env (
address integer NOT NULL,
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db_time timestamp with time zone NOT NULL,
uptime_ms integer,
bmp085_temp_decic integer,
bmp085_press_pa integer,
batt_mv integer,
panel_mv integer,
apogee_mv integer,
apogee_w_m2 integer
); --- Name: outdoor_env_5min; Type: VIEW; Schema: public; Owner: -CREATE VIEW outdoor_env_5min AS
SELECT outdoor_env.address, round_time_5min(outdoor_env.db_time) AS
db_time_
5min, count(*) AS n, min(outdoor_env.bmp085_temp_decic) AS
min_bmp085_temp_decic
, (avg(outdoor_env.bmp085_temp_decic))::integer AS avg_bmp085_temp_decic,
max(ou
tdoor_env.bmp085_temp_decic) AS max_bmp085_temp_decic,
min(outdoor_env.bmp085_pr
ess_pa) AS min_bmp085_press_pa,
(avg(outdoor_env.bmp085_press_pa))::integer AS a
vg_bmp085_press_pa, max(outdoor_env.bmp085_press_pa) AS
max_bmp085_press_pa, min
(outdoor_env.batt_mv) AS min_batt_mv, (avg(outdoor_env.batt_mv))::integer
AS avg
_batt_mv, max(outdoor_env.batt_mv) AS max_batt_mv,
min(outdoor_env.panel_mv) AS
min_panel_mv, (avg(outdoor_env.panel_mv))::integer AS avg_panel_mv,
max(outdoor_
env.panel_mv) AS max_panel_mv, min(outdoor_env.uptime_ms) AS
min_uptime_ms, (avg
(outdoor_env.uptime_ms))::integer AS avg_uptime_ms,
max(outdoor_env.uptime_ms) A
S max_uptime_ms, min(outdoor_env.apogee_w_m2) AS min_apogee_w_m2,
(avg(outdoor_e
nv.apogee_w_m2))::integer AS avg_apogee_w_m2, max(outdoor_env.apogee_w_m2)
AS ma
x_apogee_w_m2 FROM outdoor_env GROUP BY outdoor_env.address,
round_time_5min(out
door_env.db_time) ORDER BY round_time_5min(outdoor_env.db_time);
--- Name: outdoor_env_unrecognized; Type: TABLE; Schema: public; Owner: -;
Tablespace:
-CREATE TABLE outdoor_env_unrecognized (
db_time timestamp with time zone,
rf_data bytea,
exception character varying
); --- Name: outdoor_env_pkey; Type: CONSTRAINT; Schema: public; Owner: -;
Tablespac
e:
-ALTER TABLE ONLY outdoor_env
ADD CONSTRAINT outdoor_env_pkey PRIMARY KEY (address, db_time);
--- Name: outdoor_env_db_time_idx; Type: INDEX; Schema: public; Owner: -;
Tablesp
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ace: -CREATE INDEX outdoor_env_db_time_idx ON outdoor_env USING btree (db_time);
--- Name: outdoor_env_unrecognized_db_time_idx; Type: INDEX; Schema: public;
Owne
r: -; Tablespace:
-CREATE INDEX outdoor_env_unrecognized_db_time_idx ON
outdoor_env_unrecognized US
ING btree (db_time);
--- Name: public; Type: ACL; Schema: -; Owner: -REVOKE ALL ON SCHEMA public FROM PUBLIC;
REVOKE ALL ON SCHEMA public FROM postgres;
GRANT ALL ON SCHEMA public TO postgres;
GRANT ALL ON SCHEMA public TO PUBLIC;
--- PostgreSQL database dump complete
--
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